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OUR CONSTITUTIONAL
MANDATE
To stimulate growth in various sectors of the 
provincial economy and therefore provide 
opportunities  to  the  residents  o f Mpumalanga.
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PUBLIC ENTITY’S  
GENERAL INFORMATION 

1. Public Entity’s General Information 

LIST OF  
ABBREVIATIONS

AGSA : AUDITOR-GENERAL OF SOUTH AFRICA

APP : ANNUAL PERFORMANCE PLAN

CAPEX : CAPITAL EXPENDITURE

CDC : COEGA DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

CEO : CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

CFO : CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

CRDP : COMMUNITY RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

DARDLEA : DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, RURAL DEVELOPMENT,     
   LAND AND ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS

DBSA : DEVELOPMENT BANK OF SOUTHERN AFRICA

DEDT : DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND TOURISM

DIRCO : DEPARTMENT OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AND 
   CO-OPERATION 

DRDLR : DEPARTMENT OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT AND LAND REFORM 

DRP : DISASTER RECOVERY PLAN

DWS : DEPARTMENT OF WATER AND SANITATION

EAP : EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMME

EIA : ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT

EMIA : EXPORT MARKETING AND INVESTMENT ASSISTANCE

ERM : ENTERPRISE-WIDE RISK MANAGEMENT

EXCO : EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

FER : FOREIGN ECONOMIC REPRESENTATIVES 

FLISP : FINANCE LINKED INDIVIDUAL SUBSIDY PROGRAMME

ICT : INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY

IDC : INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

IIA : INSTITUTE OF INTERNAL AUDITORS

M&E : MONITORING & EVALUATION

MEGA : MPUMALANGA ECONOMIC GROWTH AGENCY

MIFPM : MPUMALANGA INTERNATIONAL FRESH PRODUCE MARKET

MOU : MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

MTSF : MEDIUM-TERM STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK

NEDP : NATIONAL EXPORTER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

OD : ORGANISATIONAL DESIGN

OPEX : OPERATING EXPENDITURE

PFMA : PUBLIC FINANCE MANAGEMENT ACT

PIC : PUBLIC INVESTMENT CORPORATION

SCM : SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT 

SEZ : SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONES

SMME : SMALL, MEDIUM AND MICRO-SIZED ENTERPRISES

SSAS : SECTOR SPECIFIC ASSISTANCE SCHEME

the dtic : THE DEPARTMENT OF TRADE,  INDUSTRY AND COMPETITION

MEGDP : MPUMALANGA ECONOMIC GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT PATH

IPAP : INDUSTRIAL POLICY ACTION PLAN 

NDP : NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

NGP : NATIONAL GROWTH PLAN

MDG : MILLENNIUM DEVELOPMENT GOALS

SDI : SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES 

2. List Of Abbreviations / Acronyms

ACRONYMS
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TO OUR  
SHAREHOLDER

ONE OF OUR OWN

INTRODUCTION  

The year under review has been very challenging for the entity due to 
the COVID-19 pandemic that has touched most continents, countries, 
business industries, individuals and communities since it began in 
Wuhan, China, in late 2019. As observed by many commentators, 
COVID-19 has turned the world upside down. 

The impact of the pandemic has seen the entity struggling with cash 
flow constraints and reduced revenue generation as some clients failed 
to pay their instalments when they fall due and some even closing their 
businesses down.

MEGA’S STRATEGY AND PERFORMANCE

Due to the reduction in grant and income revenue, the entity could not 
meet most of its planned targets. Some targets which are of strategic 
in nature had to be put on hold until the financial position improves. 
These include the revitalisation of MEGA’s property portfolio, trade & 
investment missions as well as the filling of vacant positions.

Apart from the limitations the entity was able to achieve the following 
strategic milestones:

a. The Organisational Design (OD) process that took years to finalise 
was finally concluded and all employees placed into the approved 
organisational structure.

b. The capacitation of the Nkomazi SEZ entity was finalised and the 
project handed over to the newly established Nkomazi SEZ entity 
for implementation.

c. Draft Turn-around Strategy developed and consultation with all 
relevant stakeholders commenced.

d. The construction of the Mpumalanga International Fresh Produce 
Market successfully handed over to the Department of Public 
Works, Roads and Transport (DPWRT) for implementation while 
focusing of the operationalisation side of the project.

STRATEGIC RELATIONSHIPS 

MEGA has continued its drive to forge strategic partnerships with key 
partners such as financial institutions, development partners, provincial 
and national government departments and entities. These initiatives are 
aimed at enhancing revenue geared towards self-financial sustainability.

The initiatives that were planned for the year under review included 
the finalisation and conclusion of partnership agreements with 
financial institutions aimed at raising capital for on-lending activities, 
collaborating with government departments to access funds targeted 
for social infrastructure programmes as well as forging partnerships 
with private sector to invest in the entire property portfolio by way of 
complete refurbishment. However, some of the initiatives could not 
be realized due to restrictions imposed as a result of COVID-19 related 
lockdowns and financial constraints.

CHALLENGES FACED BY THE BOARD  

The most challenging matter faced by the Board during the year under 
review has been the vacancies in the executive management and 
other critical positions. At the end of the financial year all executive 
management positions were vacant and occupied by officials in acting 
capacities. 

The Board is however grateful of the thought leadership demonstrated 
by senior officials  who were appointed in acting capacities. Their 
strategic leadership and dedication has put comfort to the Board in 
relation to delegated authority entrusted to management of the entity. 

3. Foreword By The Chairperson
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GENERAL FINANCIAL REVIEW

For the larger part of the year, MEGA’s finances 
and operations were affected by the national 
lockdowns, reduction in operational grant by 
government in order to reprioritize funds to 
activities aimed at fighting the pandemic The 
effect of this is that the entity has struggled 
to meet some of its commitments when they 
became due.

The entity is implementing revenue 
enhancement strategies aimed at improving 
cashflow and revenue generation which include 
the following: i) the establishment of the 
Credit Control Committee to vigorously follow 
up on all outstanding debts ii) development 
of a turn-around strategy for the property 
portfolio aimed at improving the condition of 
our investment properties, reduce distribution 
losses for municipal services and attract 
more tenants iii) development of a financial 
sustainability model which looks at various 
ways of generating additional revenue and 
create new revenue streams.

CAPACITY CONSTRAINTS AND CHALLENGES 
FACING THE PUBLIC ENTITY  

The entity has faced cashflow challenges as a re-
sult of a decrease in revenue collection from its 
clients who were affected by the COVID-19 pan-
demic. In addition, the entity could not fill most 
of its vacancies in critical positions. These had a 
negative impact on the overall performance of the 
entity.

DISCONTINUED ACTIVITIES / ACTIVITIES TO 
BE DISCONTINUED 

There were no discontinued activities in the 
year under review, however, there were certain 
initiatives that were put on hold due to the 
challenges faced by the entity as a result of 
the COVID-19 related lockdowns and cashflow 
constraints. 

These include the trade and investment 
promotion missions and the filling of critical 
vacant positions.

NEW OR PROPOSED ACTIVITIES 

The entity will continue to pursue strategic 
investment projects that have already 
been set in motion, such as the approval 
of the identified investment development 
projects (revitalisation and/or construction 
of investment properties in partnership with 
Strategic Development Partners (SDPs), funding 
agreements with financial institutions and 
filling of critical vacant positions). All these 
initiatives are aimed at improving the entity’s 
financial position and ensure an improved 
organisational performance. 

REQUESTS FOR ROLL OVER OF FUNDS  

Requests for roll over of funds does not apply 
to the entity. However, the entity will continue 
advocating for recapitalisation from the 
shareholder as this will contribute towards its 
self-sustainability which in turn will ensure that 
it becomes less reliant on government grants.

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT  

The entity develops a procurement plan on an 
annual basis which assists the supply chain unit 
in managing the procurement of goods and 
services to ensure that procurement is done on 
time and with corresponding budget. In addition, 
supply chain management related audit issues 
raised by Auditor General are being addressed to 
avoid their reoccurrence in the future.

AUDIT REPORT MATTERS 

The audit outcome of the entity has remained 
unchanged when compared to the previous audit 
outcome. Other financial assets remain a concern 
with the entity being unable to address all material 
misstatements which contribute to the current 
period modification of the audit opinion.

The entity will continue to implement audit 
remedial action plans aimed at addressing all 
audit findings preventing it from achieving a 
clean audit.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT/S OR APPRECIATION  

On behalf of management, I would like to 
express my appreciation to the shareholder for 
the support provided to the entity. 

The strategic leadership provided to 
management by the Board is commendable as it 
ensured that strategic decisions are processed 
and implemented timeously. 

Lastly, we would like to acknowledge and ap-
preciate our dedicated staff for making sure 
that all activities and initiatives of the entity are 
implemented despite the challenges caused by 
the pandemic.

I have no doubt that by working closely and with 
common purpose we shall achieve our mandate 
and provide meaningful contribution to the 
economy of the province.

Mr. M.I. Mahlangu
Acting Chief Executive Officer
Mpumalanga Economic Growth Agency

The entity is implementing revenue enhancement strategies aimed at improving cashflow and revenue generation

WORD FROM THE EXECUTIVE

ACCOUNTIING AUTHORITY

The affairs of the Agency is managed and 
controlled by the Board as contemplated in 
Section 49 (2) (a) of the PFMA.

THE YEAR AHEAD

Apart from the challenges faced by the entity, the Board is confident that most of the strategic initiatives under implementation will be concluded in 
the next financial year. These include the following:

a. The process for the appointment of the CEO;

b. The finalisation and implementation of the Turn-around Strategy;

c. Approval of the investment development from strategic development partners;

d. Filling of vacant positions within the executive management level and other critical positions; and

e. Conclusion of agreements with strategic partners such as financial institutions, provincial and national government and other DFIs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS /APPRECIATION 

The Board would like to express its appreciation to the shareholder for its support and guidance, the strategic leadership demonstrated by 
management and the dedication of all employees at MEGA. The Board is confident that the entity is on the right path towards the execution of its 
mandate of stimulating investment in the province.

On behalf of the Board:

Mr. D.S. Mkhwanazi 
Board Chairperson
Mpumalanga Economic Growth Agency
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This  statement confirms that the annual report and financial 
statements conform to the respective guidelines issued by National 
Treasury.

STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY AND 
CONFIRMATION OF ACCURACY OF THE 
ANNUAL REPORT  

To the best of my knowledge and belief, I confirm the following: 

STATEMENT BY THE CEO
5. Statement of Responsibility and Confirmation of Accuracy of the 

Annual Report  

All information and amounts disclosed in the 
annual report are consistent with the annual 
financial statements audited by the Auditor-
General.

The annual report is complete, accurate and is 
free from any omissions.

The annual report has been prepared in 
accordance with the guidelines on the annual 
report as issued by National Treasury.

The Annual Financial Statements (Part E)have 
been prepared in accordance with IFRS as 
prescribed in the National Treasury Framework 
and relevant guidelines specified / issued by 
the National Treasury.

The accounting authority is responsible 
for the preparation of the annual financial 
statements and for the judgements made in 
this information. 

The accounting authority is responsible for 
establishing, and implementing a system of 
internal controls which has been designed 
to provide reasonable assurance as to the 
integrity and reliability of the performance 
information, the human resources information 
and the annual financial statements.

The external auditors are engaged to express 
an independent opinion on the annual financial 
statements.

In our opinion, the annual report fairly reflects 
the operations, the performance information, 
the human resources information and the 
financial affairs of the public entity for the 
financial year ended 31 March 2021.

Yours faithfully 

Mr. M.I. Mahlangu 
Acting Chief Executive Officer
Mpumalanga Economic Growth Agency
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STRATEGIC 
OVERVIEW

i. Accountability: We take our duty to the 
citizens of Mpumalanga seriously and 
always place their needs first in all that we 
do. 

ii. Responsibility: As custodians of public 
funds, we take special care to ensure that 
these limited resources are appropriately 
deployed and preserved.

iii. Integrity: We strive to deliver on our 
commitments.

iv. Professionalism: We value quality and 
consistency in carrying out our duties.   

v. High Performance:  We strive for excellence 
in performance..

MISSION

HIGH PERFORMANCE 

Our primary role is to foster the sustainable 
growth and development of the Mpumalanga 
economy by attracting, facilitating and 
maximizing the development impact of 
investment in the province, thereby reducing 
unemployment, poverty and inequality.

CORE VALUES
Our central principles and beliefs that guide 
our attitudes, character, choices and actions 
are:

OBJECTIVES
The objects of MEGA in terms of the MEGA Act 
1 of 2010 are:

i. To provide funding in respect of property 
development including the granting of 
housing loans.

ii. To provide funding in respect of approved 
enterprises and agricultural development 
focusing primarily on previously 
disadvantaged individuals within the 
Province.

iii. To focus on project management, 
development and management of 
immovable property.

iv. To promote foreign trade and investment 
so as to ensure enterprise and agricultural 
development that will significantly 
contribute to economic growth and 
development within the Province, with 
specific emphasis on Black Economic 
Empowerment.

v. The objects of the Agency expressly exclude 
the objects of the Mpumalanga Tourism and 
Parks Agency, the Mpumalanga Regional 
Training Trust and the Mpumalanga 
Economic Regulator. In achieving its 
objectives, the Agency shall endeavour 
to progressively increase its own revenue 
generation and collection.

We strive for excellence in 
performance.

RESILLIENT

CREDIBLE

CAPABLE

VISION
To be a capable, credible and resilient institution, making meaningful measurable impact in the 

growth and development of the Mpumalanga economy. 

6. Strategic Overview

CONSTITUTIONAL MANDATES
MEGA has been specifically mandated to stimulate growth in various 
sectors of the provincial economy and therefore provides opportunities 
to the residents of Mpumalanga through the funding of projects, 
promotion of Small, Medium, and Micro Enterprises (SMME’s), Co-
operatives (Co-ops) and other businesses thereby contributing to the 
constitutional imperative in Section 22 of the Constitution, which 
stipulates that citizens have a right to choose their trade, occupation or 
profession freely while also focusing on economic activity.

LEGISLATIVE MANDATES

Mega Act 1 Of 2010: Section 3
MEGA’s legal mandate in terms of Section 3 of the Act, is articulated, as 
follows:-

i. To provide funding in respect of property development; approved 
enterprises; housing loans; and agricultural development; focusing 
primarily on previously disadvantaged individuals within the 
Province;

ii. To focus on project management and development; and to manage 
immovable property; and 

iii. To promote foreign trade and investment so as to ensure enterprise 
and agricultural development that will significantly contribute 
to economic growth and development within the Province, with 
specific emphasis on Black Economic Empowerment; and

iv. To progressively increase its revenue generation and collection in 
the pursuit of its objectives.

Public Finance Management Act No 1 of 1999

MEGA is a public institution listed under PFMA schedule 3D by virtue of 
being a provincial government business enterprise. PFMA Schedule 3D 
entities are regulated by Sections 47 and 76(4) of the PFMA. 

In terms of the Act, MEGA has a responsibility to adhere to a number of 
regulations that ensure the achievement of its objectives such as, real 
financial growth and sustainability, clean and unqualified audits and 
improved financial management capability maturity. The regulations in 
the Act include providing for, inter alia:

i. Sound financial management; 
ii. The efficient and effective management of all revenue, expenditure, 

assets and liabilities of the company; and
iii. The provision of responsibilities of persons entrusted with financial 

management in the organisation.

Public Finance Management Act No 1 of 1999
MEGA is a public institution listed under PFMA schedule 3D by virtue of 
being a provincial government business enterprise. PFMA Schedule 3D 
entities are regulated by Sections 47 and 76(4) of the PFMA. 

The National Credit Act promotes a fair and non-discriminatory market 
place for access to consumer credit and therefore places a responsibility 
on MEGA, as it provides funding in respect of property development, 
granting of housing loans and enterprise development focusing on 
previously disadvantaged individuals within the Province, to adhere to 
the regulations in the Act some of which include:

i. Promoting fair and non-discriminatory practices in the granting of 
loans;

ii. Promoting black economic empowerment and ownership in its 
funded SMMEs and Co-operatives by applying fair credit and 
credit-marketing practices;

iii. Promoting responsible credit granting by giving loans only to 
qualifying individuals;

iv. Providing debt restructuring and debt counselling services for 
over-indebted clients (a risk highlighted in programme 4 below);

v. Establishing policies and standards relating to loans management 
and housing finance; and

vi. Promoting a consistent enforcement framework relating to debt 
management.

Financial Intelligence Centre Act No. 38 of 2001 

The Finance Intelligence Centre Act’s objective is to establish a Financial 
Intelligence Centre and a Money Laundering Advisory Council in order 
to combat money laundering activities and the financing of terrorist 
and related activities. The Act therefore imposes certain duties on 
institutions and other persons who might be used for money laundering 
purposes.  

MEGA, through its various programmes, provides finance that facilitates 
development in the province and therefore recognises that there may be 
individuals who may circumvent the regulations in the Act. The Act will 
be applied, as intended, in MEGA’s operations.

MPUMALANGA ECONOMIC GROWTH AGENCY ANNUAL REPORT 2021 PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION
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Housing Act No. 107 of 1997

The Housing Act provides for the facilitation of a sustainable housing 
development process and lays down general principles applicable to 
housing development.  It also defines the functions of national, provincial 
and local governments in respect of housing and provides for the 
establishment of a South African Housing Development Board. 

The Mpumalanga provincial government has placed the responsibilities 
outlined in the Act on MEGA. One of MEGA’s strategic outcome-oriented 
goals directly addresses this responsibility as it states that it aims “to 
increase access to affordable housing”. Programme 5’s performance 
delivery objectives will facilitate the achievement of this goal through its 
Loans Management and Housing Development sub-programmes.

Agriculture Laws Extension Act No. 87 of 1996

The objective of the Act is to provide for the extension of the application 
of certain laws relating to agricultural matters to certain territories which 
form part of the national territory of the Republic of South Africa. 

MEGA has a programme that is responsible for the growth and development 
of the agricultural sector by providing financial and non-financial support 
to farmers and related agriculture businesses. MEGA has to ensure that its 
operations are in line with the regulations contained in this ACT so as to 
contribute to the economic development of the province, as mandated.

Other Applicable Acts

The above Acts are legislative mandates that place critical responsibilities 
on the Board, executive and staff of MEGA in terms of how MEGA’s 
operations are conducted.  However there are other Acts that regulate 
MEGA’s operations that include, inter alia: 

i. Basic Conditions of Employment Act, 1997;

ii. Labour Relations Act No. 66 of 1995;

iii. Companies Act of 2008 Act No. 71 of 2008;

iv. Preferential Procurement Policy Framework Act No. 5 of 2000;

v. Employment Equity Act No. 55 of 1998;

vi. Skills Development Act No. 97 of 1998;

vii. Income Tax Act  No. 58 of 1962;

viii. Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment Act No. 53 of 2003; 

ix. South African Reserve Bank Act No. 90 of 1989;

x. Co-operative Banks Act No. 40 of 2007;

xi. Customs and Excise Act No. 91 of 1964.

Policy mandates

National Development Plan

The National Development Plan (NDP) is a government-initiated plan to 
eliminate poverty and reduce inequality by 2030.  The plan sketches out the key 
structural changes required for sustainable social and economic growth.  

MEGA’s programmes are aligned to meet the aims of the NDP as MEGA’s 
strategic plan is geared to ensure sustainable development and economic 
growth in the province that will contribute to job creation, poverty 
alleviation, redressing the inequalities of the past and the beneficiation of 
the province’s resources.  This includes the expansion of infrastructure and 
the improvement and efficient use of rural spaces through the promotion 
and development of Co-operatives. 

Co-operatives are autonomous associations of persons who entirely 
co-operate for their mutual social economic and cultural benefits. Co-
operatives include non-profit community organisations and businesses 
that are owned and managed by the people who use the services (consumer 
co-operative) and by people who work there (worker co-operative) or by 
people who live there (housing co-operative).  

Medium Term Strategic Framework: Outcomes Delivery agreement

This Medium Term Strategic Framework (MTSF) is Government’s strategic 
plan for the 2019-2024 electoral term. It reflects the commitments made in 
the election manifesto of the governing party, including the commitment 
to implement the NDP. The MTSF sets out the actions Government will take 
and targets to be achieved. It also provides a framework for the other plans 
of national, provincial and local government.  

The MTSF is structured around 14 priority outcomes which cover the focus 
areas identified in the NDP and Government’s electoral mandate. These 
are made up of the 12 outcomes which were the focus of the 2009-2014 
administration, as well as two new outcomes (social protection, nation-
building and social cohesion).   

A summary of each of these 14 outcomes is provided below:
i. Outcome 1: Improved quality of basic education;
ii. Outcome 2: A long and healthy life for all South Africans;
iii. Outcome 3: All people in South Africa are and feel safe;
iv. Outcome 4: Decent employment through inclusive economic growth;
v. Outcome 5: A skilled and capable workforce to support an inclusive 

growth path;
vi. Outcome 6: An efficient, competitive and responsive economic 

infrastructure network;
vii. Outcome 7: Vibrant, equitable and sustainable rural communities 

with food security for all;
viii. Outcome 8: Create sustainable human settlements and improved 

quality of household life;

LEGISLATIVE & OTHER MANDATE
7. Legislative and Other Mandate (Continued)

ix. Outcome 9: A responsive, accountable, effective & efficient local 
government system;

x. Outcome 11: Create a better South Africa and contribute to a better 
and safer Africa in a better World;

xi. Outcome 10: Environmental assets and natural resources that are 
well protected and continually enhanced; 

xii. Outcome 12: An efficient, effective and development oriented 
public service and an empowered, fair and inclusive citizenship;

xiii. Outcome 13: An inclusive and responsive social protection system;
xiv. Outcome 14: Nation Building and Social Cohesion.

MEGA’s Alignment to the Medium Term Strategic Framework

MEGA’s programmes are aligned to outcome 4 and its strategic initiatives 
are geared to ensure sustainable development and economic growth in 
the province that will contribute to job creation, poverty alleviation, 
redressing the inequalities of the past and the beneficiation of the 
province’s resources. This includes the expansion of infrastructure 
and the improvement and efficient use of rural spaces through the 
promotion and development of SMMEs and Co-operatives. 

Nine Point Plan: Government Priorities

In addition, the entity’s activities are linked to the priorities Government 
has set to achieve. 

These priorities, referred to as “Nine Point Plan”, entail the following:

i. Revitalisation of agriculture and agro-processing value chain
ii. Advancing beneficiation, adding value to our mineral wealth
iii. More effective Implementation of Industrial Policy Action Plan
iv. Unlocking the potential of SMMEs, Co-ops, township and rural 

enterprises
v. Resolving the energy challenge
vi. Stabilising the labour market
vii. Scaling-up private sector investment
viii. Growing the Ocean Economy
ix. Cross-cutting reform to boost and diversify the economy through 

investment in science & technology, water & sanitation, transport 
infrastructure, broadband connectivity & state owned companies

MEGA’s Alignment to the Nine Point Plan

In response to the priorities mentioned above, MEGA has developed 
specific packages of initiatives aligned to the Nine Point Plan and are 
designed to stimulate economic activity and achieve quantifiable 
development impact goals in the form of:

i. Increased investment through ‘crowding in’ private sector capital 
and expertise

a. MEGA will access investment opportunities for SMMEs through 
partnerships such as the Standard Bank Partnership, Strategic 
Development Partners, etc.

b. MEGA will collaborate with the Department of Human Settlements 
to access funds from the FLISP (Finance Linked Individual Subsidy) 
Programme to augment the provision of home loans in the gap 
market.

c. Through its Property Portfolio, MEGA will package strategic 
development projects (industrial, commercial, residential) and 
attract private sector partners.

d. Follow a targeted investment promotion approach where a few 
high impact strategic projects are presented to a carefully selected 
group of investors and financiers.

ii. Reduced unemployment, poverty and inequality

a. MEGA will substantially grow loan advances, disbursing loans across 
all customer segments in order to stimulate job opportunities.

b. Customized financing approach to finance specific target groups 
such as the youth, women and people with disabilities.

c. Implement strategic investment projects such as the Mpumalanga 
International Fresh Produce Market, Nkomazi Specials Economic 
Zone to stimulate economic growth and create job opportunities.

ii. Efficient utilisation of government resources 

a. MEGA shall continue restructuring, securing, and maintaining 
private sector investment on its equity investments, namely: 
Tekwane Lemon Farm, Loopspruit Winery, Nkomati Anthracite, 
Kangwane Anthracite and Highveld Fruit Packers.

a. MEGA will continue building internal capacity to deliver on its 
economic growth and developmental mandate.

MPUMALANGA ECONOMIC GROWTH AGENCY ANNUAL REPORT 2021 PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

RESPONSIBLE FOR 
PROPERY MANAGEMENT 

AND PROJECTS

CORPORATE SUPPORT  
/ ADMINISTRATION

ASSURANCE PROVIDER

RESPONSIBLE FOR 
TRADE & INVESTMENT 

PROMOTION

ALSO HEAD OF LEGAL
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Strategic Oriented Outcomes Mapped to the Millennium 

Development Goals (MDG)

Millennium Development Goal 1 is to reduce poverty around the world. 
Target 1B of Goal 1, i.e. achieve full and productive employment and 
decent work for all including women and young people, is directly linked 
to outcome 4: decent employment through inclusive growth.  

Millennium Development Goal 7 is to ensure environmental 
sustainability. Target 7D of Goal 1, i.e. achieve significant improvement 
in the lives of slum dwellers, is linked to outcome 8: sustainable human 
settlements, and improved quality of life for households.

Industrial Policy Action Plan (IPAP) 2010/11 to 2016/17

The IPAP 2013/14-2015/16 is informed by the vision set out for South 
Africa’s development provided by the National Development Plan (NDP). 
It is located in the framework provided by the programmatic approach 
of the New Growth Path (NGP) and is one of the key pillars of that 
document. The National Industrial Policy Framework (NIPF) adopted 
by Government in 2007 provides the more general industrial policy 
framework for IPAP and the blueprint for Government’s collaborative 
engagement with its social partners from business, labour and civil 
society. 

MEGA has placed priority on the development and management of its 
properties, which include heavy duty and light industrial parks that 
provide factory space for industries.  This is aimed towards helping to 
build South Africa’s industrial base in critical sectors of production and 
value-added manufacturing, which are labour absorbing industries 
as provided for in IPAP.  This will address the decline in industrial and 
manufacturing capacity and contribute to the reduction of chronic 
unemployment in line with the MEGDP and IPAP. 

Spatial Development Initiatives (SDIs)

During the 1990’s, South Africa adopted an export-orientated focus 
which necessitated efficient transportation of goods to the coast with 
the aim of maximizing competitiveness of export products in the global 
markets.  The Maputo Corridor was then conceptualized as one of the 
spatial development initiatives. 

In line with this initiative, MEGA in conjunction with the Department 
of Trade, Industry and Competition (the dtic) is involved in the 
establishment of the Nkomazi Special Economic Zone (SEZ) with a 
primary purpose of accelerating industrialisation in the province. 

Mpumalanga Economic Growth and Development Path 

(MEGDP)

The Mpumalanga Economic Growth and Development Path (MEGDP) 
outlines a set of strategic choices and potential paths that will contribute 
towards growing a sustainable Mpumalanga economy which provides 
economic opportunities and work for all residents.  The core vision is 
to build an equitable and inclusive economy that supports an improved 
quality of life for all the people of Mpumalanga.    

The overarching objectives are: 

i. Increased employment by developing sectors with sustainable 
labour absorption potential; 

ii. Sustainable economic growth by developing sectors with high 
growth potential; and 

iii. Greater equity and a decreased poverty rate (sustainable human 
development) as more residents will have access to employment 
and the benefits of economic growth.  

iv. MEGA has developed its strategic plan and policies towards 
achieving its mandate in line with the MEGDP. MEGA’s Strategic 
Oriented Goals aimed towards growing a sustainable Mpumalanga 
economy are outlined under Part B, item 3.4.

LEGISLATIVE & OTHER MANDATE
7. Legislative and Other Mandate (Continued)

THE ORGANISATIONAL  STRUCTURE
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          1 . 
    AUDITOR’S 
   REPORT: 

The AGSA currently performs the necessary 
audit procedures on the performance 
information to provide reasonable 
assurance in the form of an audit conclusion.  

The audit conclusion on the performance 
against predetermined objectives is 
included in the report to management, with 
material findings being reported under 
the Predetermined Objectives heading in 
the Report on other legal and regulatory 
requirements section of the auditor’s 
report.

 

Refer to page 88 of the Report of the Auditors 
Report, published as Part E: Financial 
Information.

predetermined objectives

PART B

PERFORMANCE INFORMATION
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The COVID-19 pandemic has had a profound impact 
worldwide. The pandemic reached South Africa 
later than most of the world, but despite the delay, 
it has still had a wide-reaching impact on all South 
Africans. The president declared a state of national 
disaster on 23 March 2020. The lockdown, which 
was implemented on 26 March 2020 to prevent new 
infections, has influenced all residents 1 . 

South Africa’s fragile economy is already off to a 
stumbling start in 2021. The economy began 2020 
mired in recession and the hard lockdown imposed 
in late March triggered a contraction of 51% on an 
annualised basis in the second quarter. 

The relaxation of lockdown regulations saw a 
66% rebound in the third quarter (Q3), but a lot 
of ground remains lost. Estimates generally peg 
the 2020 contraction at between 8% and 10%. 
With renewed lockdown measures, the return 
of load shedding, mounting debt and shattered 
confidence, the outlook for 2021, with a few 
exceptions, is bleak 2.

Cabinet adopted a draft Economic Reconstruction 
and Recovery Plan that identifies catalytic 
and enabling actions with an overarching goal 
to rebuild and grow the economy ensuring 
sustainability, resilience and inclusion. 

The key high impact actions of the national eco-
nomic reconstruction and recovery plan are sum-
marised as follows:

i. A massive rollout of infrastructure - unlocking 
over R1 trillion in new infrastructure 
investments.

ii. Achieving sufficient, secure and reliable energy 
supply and rapidly expanding generation 
capacity through a diverse energy mix.

iii. An employment stimulus to create jobs and 
support livelihoods. Creating and supporting 
over 800 000 employment opportunities 
through public and social employment, to 
respond to job losses in the aftermath of 
Covid-19.

iv.  Pursuing new areas of growth through 
industrialisation, localisation and export 
promotion, helping businesses to thrive and 
expand.

v. Implementing decisive measures to reduce 
the cost of doing business, lower barriers 
to entry and create a more competitive and 
inclusive economy.

vi. Other key elements of the plan, include the 
growth and recovery of tourism, the Green 
Economy, gender equality and economic 
inclusion, as well as food security.

It is expected that the interventions will 
assist in lifting the country’s overall economic 
performance, break the cycle of low economic 
performance, weakness in production and poor 
labour market outcomes by using infrastructure, 
localisation, re-industrialisation as levers to 
stimulate economic activity and to raise the 
standard of living in marginalized communities.

Cabinet adopted a draft Economic Reconstruction 
and Recovery Plan that identifies catalytic 
and enabling actions with an overarching goal 
to rebuild and grow the economy ensuring 
sustainability, resilience and inclusion. The key 
high impact actions of the national economic 
reconstruction and recovery plan are summarised 
as follows:

i. A massive rollout of infrastructure 
- unlocking over R1 trillion in new 
infrastructure investments.

ORVERVIEW OF THE        
ENTITY’S PERFORMANCE

StatsSA Social impact of 
COVID-19 (Wave 3): 
July 2020

1

Daily maverick: 5 key factors that 
will affect SA’s economy: 
10 January 2021

2

Socio-Economic Review and Out-
look (SERO) of Mpumalanga 3

Domestic Economic 
Outlook

SERVICE DELIVERY 
ENVIRONMENT

ii. Achieving sufficient, secure and reliable 
energy supply and rapidly expanding 
generation capacity through a diverse 
energy mix.

iii. An employment stimulus to create jobs 
and support livelihoods. Creating and 
supporting over 800 000 employment 
opportunities through public and social 
employment, to respond to job losses in 
the aftermath of Covid-19.

iv.  Pursuing new areas of growth through 
industrialisation, localisation and export 
promotion, helping businesses to thrive 
and expand.

v. Implementing decisive measures to 
reduce the cost of doing business, lower 
barriers to entry and create a more 
competitive and inclusive economy.

vi. Other key elements of the plan, include the 
growth and recovery of tourism, the Green 
Economy, gender equality and economic 
inclusion, as well as food security.

It is expected that the interventions 
will assist in lifting the country’s overall 
economic performance, break the cycle of 
low economic performance, weakness in 
production and poor labour market outcomes 
by using infrastructure, localisation, re-
industrialisation as levers to stimulate 
economic activity and to raise the standard of 
living in marginalized communities.

“The relaxation of lockdown regulations saw a 66% rebound in the third quarter (Q3), but a lot of ground 
remains lost. Estimates generally peg the 2020 contraction at between 8% and 10%.”. 

Mpumalanga Economic Outlook 3 

2. Overview of the Entity’s Performance

The Mpumalanga economy experienced 
sluggish growth already before Covid-19 
and probably won’t improve soon to achieve 
the annual target of 5%. Economic growth 
challenges before Covid-19 in the primary 
and secondary sectors, especially agriculture, 
mining, manufacturing, electricity, construction 
and the transport industry, were already at play. 

The average annual GDP growth for the 
province was 2.2% since 1995 and only an 
annual average of 1.4% since 2010, achieving 
considerably less than the growth target of 
5% per annum. The weak performance of 
especially mining over the years had a negative 
impact on the overall economic performance 
of the province. 

It should be noted that Mpumalanga recorded 
growth rates of more than 4% before the 
2008/09 recession and therefore has the 
potential to achieve growth rates of close to 5% 
per annum. Looking at the situation since 2014, 
the provincial economy recorded economic 
growth of 2.9% in 2014, -0.2% in 2015, 0.1% 
in 2016, 1.9% in 2017 and 0.6% in 2018. The 

growth rate in 2019 was close at 0,5% .

A broad provincial economic recovery and 
growth plan was adopted by the Mpumalanga 
Provincial Government’s Executive Council 
already in July 2020. The plan is aligned with 
the national recovery plan with priorities such 
as the roll-out of the Mpumalanga Industrial 
Development Plan, Tourism Recovery 
Plan, Green Economy initiatives and the 
importance of catalytic economic projects and 
infrastructure investment. 

The key priority areas of the provincial 
Economic Recovery Plan are:-

i. Provincial Relief Fund for SMMEs 
(including the tourism industry and the 
informal sector) affected by Covid-19 and 
the Mpumalanga Youth Development Fund 
announced by the Premier.

ii. Provincial Tourism Recovery Plan.

iii. Nkomazi SEZ (Special Economic Zone) and 
Mpumalanga International Fresh Produce 
Market (MIFPM) to grow the agricultural 
sector for export purposes.

iv. Highveld Steel to promote the 
establishment of the Mining and Metals 
Industrial Technology Park, particularly 
participation in the localisation 
programme of the steel industry.

v.Establishment of other Industrial 
Technology Parks also (petro-chemical 
and forestry) to increase the industrial 
base of the province and increase job 
opportunities.

vi. Future Production Technologies to 
skill young people in 4IR cutting-edge 
technologies such as robotics for example.

vii.Green Economy initiatives to mitigate the 
negative impact of climate change and 
create new green job opportunities.

viii.The focus on Ekandustria also to generate 
income for MEGA to be used in Mpumalanga 
to grow the economy and to create jobs for 
especially the poverty pockets areas.
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In order to deliver on its mandate, MEGA began 
a process of positioning itself as a capable, 
credible and resilient development finance 
institution that uses smart partnerships with 
the private sector, leverages government 
ownership and optimises the utilisation of its 
assets to make meaningful socio-economic 
impact.  

This was done though an organisational 
development (OD) process which commenced 
in 2015/16.  

An organizational structure aligned to the 
2015 strategy was developed and approved 
by the Board in 2016. The capacitation of 
the organizational structure commenced 
in 2016 and the final phase which pertained 
to a consultative process aimed at finding 
solutions for 45 unplaced employees was put 
on hold by the MEC in November 2018. The 
Moratorium was lifted in August 2019 and the 
HR Board Committee approved the strategy on 
12th February 2020. All unplaced employees 
have now been placed into positions and the 
entity commenced with the process of filling 
prioritised positions.

There’s a negative impact on government 
revenue, which will influence budgets 
negatively and can eventually impact 
negatively on service delivery. The economy is 
more consumption than investment driven at 
the moment and a low investor confidence is 
experienced. 

As a business enterprise of Government 
(PFMA schedule 3D entity), MEGA is required 
to be financially self-sustainable in order to 
advance its economic development mandate. 
However, this model has not been realised for 
the following key reasons:  

i. Upon its establishment, MEGA was under-
capitalised to place it on a trajectory 
towards self-sustainability;

ii. The entity inherited legacy assets of poor 
quality (loan book, property portfolio);

iii. Capacitation of the entity from a human 
resources perspective has not been 
finalised in the last 5 years as the previous 
realignment process in around 2013/14 
was halted before completion and the 
recent one has been put on hold; 

iv. Increased conditional grants and 
progressive significant reduction in 
operational grants in the last few years.

This meant that the entity has had to pursue 
high impact goals without the requisite human 
and financial resources. To that end, MEGA has 
developed a Financial Sustainability Model 
in order to ensure self-sustainability which 
entails leveraging its current asset base, 
strategic partnerships, as well as optimise 
certain processes in order to reduce costs and 
enhance revenue generation.

In line with its Financial Sustainability Model, 
management has identified and agreed on the 
following high-level principles that will form a 
basis of a comprehensive and measurable turn-
around strategy required to improve the short to 
medium term financial sustainability of MEGA:

i. Resuscitate negotiations with financing 
institutions aimed at raising capital for 
on-lending activities.

ORGANISATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
CAPACITY TO DELIVER 

ON THE MANDATE
FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

ORGANISATIONAL ENVIRONMENT

ii. Collaborate with the 
Department of Human 
Settlements to access funds 
from the FLISP (Finance Linked 
Individual Subsidy) Programme 
to augment the provision of 
home loans in the gap market.

iii. Facilitate transfer of assets from 
Limpopo to increase the current 
asset base while generating 
revenue.

iv. Procure a Strategic Partner to 
invest in the entire property 
portfolio.

v. Collaborate with the 
Department of Human 
Settlements to access 
subsidy funding from the CRU 
(Community Residential Units).

vi. Accelerate the implementation 
of 3 development projects 
already awarded to Strategic 
Development Partners, namely: 
Siyabuswa Shopping Complex, 
Kabokweni Shopping Centre 
and 66 Anderson Street.

vii. Accelerate the implementation 
of 7 identified property 
development projects. 

viii. Initiate a call for proposals 
for the redevelopment of 
Loopspruit winery.

ix. Implement a Turnaround Plan 
for Tekwane Lemon Farm. 

x. Leverage grant funding from 
the dtic’s Black Industrialist 
Programme to provide 
opportunities for SMMEs 
in these sectors: Clean 
technology and energy, Mineral 
beneficiation, Agro-processing, 
Clothing, textiles, leather & 
footwear, Pulp, paper, Industrial 
infrastructure, and Information 
communication technologies. 

xi. Establish a dedicated credit 
control unit to vigorously 
pursue arrear accounts.

xii. Investigate and facilitate the 
sale of non-core assets. FROM A “DISCLAIMER” TO A “QUALIFIED” 

AUDIT OPINION

Continued..

towards a clean 
audit opinion

FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

MEGA would further need to significantly scale 
up the balance sheet to have an even greater 
scale of impact on the Mpumalanga economy’s 
transformation. Since the disclaimer audit 
opinion, with 10 audit qualifications, issued 
by the Auditor-General for the year ended 31 
March 2016, MEGA improved its audit opinion 
to a “qualified” audit opinion with one audit 
qualification remaining relating to legacy 
issues. 

A clean audit outcome would enable the entity 
to approach third parties for funding in order 
to scale up the balance sheet for even greater 
scale of projects.
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FundingPropertiesStrategy & 
Comms

FinanceCorporate 
Services

14%14%23%0%0%

PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS

The major contributors to poor performance by 
the entity were inadequate budget, cash flow 
constraints and vacancies in critical positions. In 
addition, some strategic initiatives were removed 
from MEGA and transferred to government depart-
ments but the corresponding targets could not be 
removed from MEGA’s APP.

MEGA RECORDED AN OVERALL 
ORGANISATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT OF 25%.

FIGURE 2: Consolidated Annual Performance per 
Programme / Division 

The entity achieved 29% in 
Quarter 1.

29%
The entity achieved 39% in 
Quarter 2.

39%
The entity achieved 39% in 
Quarter 3.

39%
The entity achieved 50% in 
Quarter 4.

50%
42%
58% 1134 JOBS CREATED BY THE 50 CLIENTS 

THAT WERE SELECTED FOR SMMES 
DEVELOPMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT

1134
J O B  O P P O R T U N I T I E S

Value of assets for 50 clients visited during the 2021 
SMMEs Developmental Impact Survey

R 33,255,000.00 

from the 50 businesses selected 
from the survey porpulation, 43% 
were own by women while 58 were 
owned by men.

BRAND PRESENCE SURVEY FOR 2021
There were 46 web mentions in 
the 2021 results which is a slight 
improvement compared to the 41 
web mentions achieved in 2020. 

business ownership per gender

WEB MENTIONS PER COUNTRY

3. ACHIEVEMENT OF INSTITUTIONAL IMPACTS AND OUTCOMES 

80%

Office of the 
CEO

Planned
Achieved

Not Acieved

2.5

5

7.5

10

12.5

15

HIGHLIGHTS ON THE RESULTS OF THE 
SMMEs developmental impact 
and brand presence surver. 

87%

4% 4%

4%
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The core purpose of the division is as 
follows:

i.  Ensure that the organisation complies 
with all statutory and legislative 
requirements in the delivery of the 
organisation’s mandate

ii. Ensure an effective administrative, 
secretarial and advisory services to the 
Board such that the Board’s activities 
are carried out in line with the PFMA 
requirements and the Code of Good 
Practice.

iii. Provide strategic direction to ensure the 
achievement of short, medium and long-
term strategic goals of the organisation’s 
Corporate Strategy.

iv. Provide performance information 
management services and promote 
organisational performance through a 
systematic monitoring and evaluation 
support functions and systems.

v.Provide a systematic management of the 
organization’s knowledge assets for the 
purpose of creating value and meeting 
tactical and strategic requirements.

vi. Assist the entity accomplish its 
objectives by bringing a disciplined 
approach to evaluate and improve 
the effectiveness of risk management, 
internal controls and governance 
processes.

4. INSTITUTIONAL PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

CHALLENGES

a) The entity operated without a Board for 
the better part of the 2020/21 financial 
year.

b) The entity struggled with cash flow 
challenges mainly due to the impact of 
the COVID-19 restrictions.

28 29

1.OFFICE OF THE CEO
The programme provides strategic 
leadership, ensures good corporate 
governance and assurance thereby 
enabling MEGA to deliver on its mandate. HIGHLIGHTS / 

PROGRESS MADE:

1
MEGA Legislative Universe
100% COMPLIANCE

The division monitored compliance to all laws and regula-
tions applicable to the entity through implementation of the 
MEGA Legislative Universe.

INTERNAL AUDIT PLAN
100% IMPLEMENTATION

The target set on the implementation of the three (3) year 
Internal Audit Plan was fully achieved.

ORGANISATIONAL RISK MATURITY LEVEL 
20% MATURITY LEVEL 

Organisational risk maturity level increased substantially as 
compared to the previous financial year i.e. 20% v/s 4.8%. 
This is attributed to the appointment of the Chief Risk Officer 
who provided leadership within the Enterprise Risk Unit.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PERFORMANCE 
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT POLICY
STRATEGY MANAGEMENT, MONITORING & EVALUATION

The division facilitated compilation, approval and submis-
sion of Quarterly Performance Reports to relevant gover-
nance structures as well as adhoc reports requested from 
time to time by Legislature.

2
3
4
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30 31

STRATEGY TO OVERCOME AREAS OF UNDER PERFORMANCE

LINKING PERFORMANCE WITH BUDGET

2020/2021 2019/2020

Sub-Programmes Budget Actual 
Expenditure

(Over)/Under 
Expenditure

Budget Actual 
Expenditure

(Over)/Under 
Expenditure

 (R’000) (R’000) (R’000) (R’000) (R’000) (R’000)

OFFICE OF THE CEO 27 034 17 084 9 950 17 071 14 129 2 942

TOTAL 27 034 17 084 9 950 17 071 14 129 2 942

Outcome Output Output                
Indicator

Audited 
Actual 
Performance 
2018/2019 

Audited 
Actual 
Performance 
2019/2020

Planned 
Annual 
Target 
2020/2021

Actual 
Achievement 
2020/2021

Deviation 
from planned 
target to 
Actual 

Reasons for 
deviations

STRATEGIC GOAL 6: ENHANCED ORGANISATIONAL SUSTAINABILITY

Compliance with 
all statutory and 
legislative prescripts

Compilation 
of MEGA’s 
Legislative 
Universe

% compliance 
with the MEGA 
Legislative 
Universe

New indicator 100% 100% 100% 0 None

Improved 
organisational 
performance

Approval 
of the 
Performance 
Information 
Management 
Policy

% achieved 
on MEGA 
organisational 
performance

31% 26% 75% 25% 50% The non-
achievement 
of most 
targets by 
various divi-
sions was due 
to cashflow 
and human 
resource 
constraints 
as well as 
the effects of 
the COVID-19 
restrictions

Assessed operational 
and developmental 
impact

Undertake 
indepen-
dent and 
systematic 
evaluations 
of the entity's 
performance 
against its 
mandate

Assessed op-
erational and 
developmen-
tal impact

1 1 1 1 0 None

Improved risk 
maturity level

Implement 
Risk Maturity 
Implementa-
tion Plan

% 
improvement 
on 
organisational 
risk maturity 
level 

11.3% 4.8% 20% 20% 0% None

Improvement in 
the effectiveness of 
internal control and 
governance

Approval 
of Annual 
Internal 
Audit Plan by 
BARCC

Level of imple-
mentation of 
three (3) year 
Internal Audit 
Plan

90% 70% 100% 100% 0% None

ANNUAL PERFOMANCE
Strategic objectives, planned targets and actual achievements % ACHIEVED ON ORGANISATIONAL PERFORMANCE

The introduction of revenue enhancement strategies to improve cashflow as well as the filling of critical vacant positions will have a 
positive impact on the overall performance of the entity.

Reporting on the Institutional Response to the COVID-19 Pandemic

Organisational risk maturity level increased substantially as compared to the previous financial year i.e. 19.2% v/s 4.8%. This is 
attributed to the appointment of the Chief Risk Officer who provided leadership within the Enterprise Risk Unit. a) Following the 
emergence of COVID-19 across the globe which has triggered some new health and safety risks in the workplace associated with 
the virus, the division through its Risk Management Unit developed a Risk Management Implementation Plan for implementation 
within the entity. The Plan included adherence to the following measures:

i.  Provision of hand sanitisers, placed in the entrance of every floor, reception area, all copying machines and any other strategic 
place in MEGA’s offices;

ii. Displaying of posters to promote good hygiene practices and the virus;

iii. Encourage employees that are not well to seek medical help;

iv. Frequent communication and clear guidance with regard to COVID-19;

v. Provide employees with a contact person for COVID-19 related issues; and

vi. Encourage employees to use the National Department of Health WhatsApp number for reliability and integrity of information 
regarding COVID-19.

MPUMALANGA ECONOMIC GROWTH AGENCY 
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i. Promote sound employee relations and 
labour stability.

ii.   Promote and practice effective 
recruitment and retention practices. 

iii.  Encourage a culture of excellence and 
high work ethic.

iv.  Promote a safe and healthy working 
environment for all employees.

v. To constantly develop individual 
employees through training 
interventions.

vi.  Provide an all-inclusive integrated and 
interoperable business systems and 
processes that enable the execution of 
the Corporate Strategy.

4. INSTITUTIONAL PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

2.CORPORATE SERVICES
The Corporate Services division exists to 
render a comprehensive integrated human 
capital management and administration 
function, integrated Information and 
communication services as well as 
Enterprise Wide Risk Management function 
to enable the organization to deliver on 
its mandate as enshrined in the Corporate 
Strategy. It seeks to: 

HIGHLIGHTS / PROGRESS MADE:

1
Progress on OD Process
UNPLACED EMPLOYEES

All employees were placed in positions on the Organogram as approved by the MEGA Board and were 
issued with placement letters. Appeals were also received and management will establish an Appeal’s 
Committee to consider the applications and make a determination.

Review of Human Resources Policies
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE GAP ANALYSIS REPORT

The HR Department conducted a gap analysis of all Human Resources Policies to address the shortfalls. 

All HR policies are being reviewed in line with the gap analysis report to address identified gaps. It is 
anticipated that the review process will be concluded by the 1st week of July 2021. 

IT Infrastructure and Information Management System 
INTEGRATED INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

The IT unit planned to implement an integrated information management system for improvement of 
MEGA’s processes and upgrade of the current IT Infrastructure, however, the project had to be put on hold 
due to budgetary constraints. MEGA plans to implement the system in the 2021/22 financial year subject to 
budget permitting.

Human Resources Development
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE WORKPLACE SKILLS PLAN

The division continued to develop employees in various fields in line with the Workplace Skills Plan. 

Bursaries were issued to six (6) employees in different fields. 

2
3
4
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4. INSTITUTIONAL PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

CHALLENGES

The entity was unable to fill critical and 
strategic (Executive) positions due to 
budgetary constraints in the current financial 
year. In addition, the implementation 
of key projects (upgrade of the ageing 
infrastructure and implementation of the 
Loans Management System) were delayed as 
a result of cashflow constraints.

HIGHLIGHTS / 
PROGRESS MADE: (CONTINUED)

5
Procurement, replacement, and 
disposing of obsolete laptops
REPLACEMENT OF OLD AND OBSOLETE HARDWARE 

The IT Department commenced with the process of replacing 
old and obsolete hardware. This process started at the 
beginning of the financial year with only one batch received 
and currently awaiting the second batch. The process was 
delayed due to the lockdown in the first and second quarters 
of the year but managed to make progress during the third 
and fourth quarters.

Staff engagement
ENGAGEMENT WITH ORGANISED LABOUR

Engagements with Organised labour have improved 
noticeably as regular meetings are held to consult on any 
organizational changes and other issues of mutual interest.  6
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4. INSTITUTIONAL PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

Outcome Output Output                
Indicator

Audited Actual 
Performance 
2018/2019 

Audited 
Actual 
Performance 
2019/2020

Planned 
Annual 
Target 
2020/2021

Actual 
Achievement 
2020/2021

Deviation 
from planned 
target to 
Actual 

Reasons for 
deviations

STRATEGIC GOAL 6: ENHANCED ORGANISATIONAL SUSTAINABILITY

Capacitated 
organisation  

Placement 
and 
recruitment 
processes 
approved by 
the Board

% of approved 
positions filled

New      
indicator

New 
Indicator

45% 33% 4 12% Lack of Budget 
to fill key 
positions

Improved organiza-
tional culture

Conduct or-
ganisational 
survey

% achieved 
on Employee 
Satisfaction 

58% 65% 75% 69% 6% R e s t r a i n e d 
interaction due 
to lockdown 
conditions as 
the survey was 
done in the first 
quarter

Enhanced all-inclu-
sive and integrated 
information manage-
ment system

Implement 
approved 
strategy and 
plan

% integration 
and/or in-
teroperability 
of ICT systems

5% New 
Indicator

75% 10% 65% Delays in the 
procurement of 
the  Integrated 
System due 
to budgetary 
constraints

ANNUAL PERFOMANCE
Strategic objectives, planned targets and actual achievements

All employees on the pool were 
placed4

STRATEGY TO OVERCOME AREAS OF UNDER PERFORMANCE

% OF APPROVED POSITIONS FILLED

The entity introduced revenue enhancement strategies to improve cashflow as well as utilising internal resources to fill the gap.

% ACHIEVED ON EMPLOYEE SATISFACTION

Regular meetings are held with organized labour to communicate issues of mutual interest. Internal newsletters are issued monthly 
to update employees on all developments taking place within the entity.

% INTEGRATION AND/OR INTEROPERABILITY OF ICT SYSTEMS

The entity introduced revenue enhancement strategies to improve cashflow. Success of these strategies will ensure that the sys-
tems are integrated in the 2021/22 financial year.
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LINKING PERFORMANCE WITH BUDGET

2020/2021 2019/2020

Sub-Programmes Budget Actual 
Expenditure

(Over)/Under 
Expenditure

Budget Actual 
Expenditure

(Over)/Under 
Expenditure

 (R’000) (R’000) (R’000) (R’000) (R’000) (R’000)

CORPORATE SERVICES 33 195 26 607 6 588 24 198 23 770 428

TOTAL 33 195 26 607 6 588 24 198 23 770 428

Reporting on the Institutional Response to the COVID-19 Pandemic

ia) Since the emergence of the COVID-19 pandemic and several announcements by the President to move the country into 
various levels in accordance with the risk-adjusted approach, the division developed a framework to ensure workforce 
readiness and adherence with applicable COVID-19 regulations.

b) During level 3 the entity put in place measures to ensure a gradual return to operations in a safe and responsible manner 
where a third (1/3) of its staff compliment returned to work on a rotational basis. In addition, ICT systems were geared for 
remote access and all key systems accessible via the APN (3G) to allow users working from home access to all systems. 

c) Frequent notices were issued timeously to communicate health considerations and steps to be taken in case employees 
suspect any contamination. Information signs to the manned stations have been installed to give directions to key stations 
for screening. These notices cover direction to manned stations, social distancing guidelines and other health considerations 
in case of contamination.

d) Protective facial shields were provided to client-facing employees and Perspex Protective Screens installed at reception 
desks to ensure protection. The entity further procured all the necessary PPE required to ensure safety of its employees.

ANNUAL REPORT 2021 PART B - PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

ESTIMATED JOBS: 40

ONE OF OUR OWN
Shopmor Enterprise: Mjejane Trust
ONE OF OUR OWN

PROJECT VALUE: R 7 MILLION



4. INSTITUTIONAL PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

CHALLENGES
The entity is currently not fully capacitated in terms 
of systems and human resources, coupled with the 
absence of clearly defined and documented business 
process mapping and standard operating procedures.

3.FINANCE
The division provides fiscal leadership, 
safeguarding of assets, ensuring compliance 
to laws and regulations and providing timely 
delivery of services to internal and external 
stakeholders and customers.

HIGHLIGHTS / 
PROGRESS MADE:
AUDIT OUTCOME
IMPROVEMENT IN AUDIT OUTCOME

All the audit findings were resolved before the submission 
of the 2020/21 Annual Financial Statements except for one 
“Other Financial Assets”, relating to the validation of loan 
balances which had material effect on the audit outcome.

MEGA has commenced a process of resolving the past 
year’s audit findings. The efforts are to:

a) Re-negotiate loan agreements with the clients that 
do not have contracts with an aim of re-establishing 
contract documentation.

b) Appoint five (05) contract workers for a period of two 
years to deal with all loan agreements that MEGA is 
unable to validate.

MPUMALANGA ECONOMIC GROWTH AGENCY 

STRATEGY TO OVERCOME AREAS OF UNDER PERFORMANCE

IMPROVED AUDIT OPINION EXPRESSED BY AUDITOR-GENERAL

Continue to ensure that all documentation in respect of new loans are retained for management and audit purposes.

OTHER EFFORTS INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:

i.   MEGA commenced a process of resolving this audit finding. The efforts are to:

ii.  Re-negotiate loan agreements with the clients that do not have contracts with an aim of re-establishing contract documentation.

iii. Appoint five (05) contract workers for a period of two years to deal with all the loan agreements that MEGA is unable to validate.

1
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Outcome Output Output                
Indicator

Audited Actual 
Performance 
2018/2019 

Audited 
Actual 
Performance 
2019/2020

Planned 
Annual 
Target 
2020/2021

Actual 
Achievement 
2020/2021

Deviation 
from planned 
target to 
Actual 

Reasons for 
deviations

STRATEGIC GOAL 6: ENHANCED ORGANISATIONAL SUSTAINABILITY

To enhance 
governance 
and operational 
excellence

Implementa-
tion of Audit 
Remedial 
Action Plans

Improved 
audit opinion 
expressed 
by Auditor-
General

Qualified Qualified Unquali-
fied

Qualified Unqualified The validation 
of the loan 
book balances 
is a legacy 
issue predating 
the “new” 
MEGA that was 
formed in 2010.

Approximately 
80% of the loan 
book balances 
have been 
validated, after 
taking into 
consideration 
accounts to be 
written off.

The remaining 
balance is, 
however, 
too material 
to remove 
the audit 
qualification.

ANNUAL PERFOMANCE
Strategic objectives, planned targets and actual achievements

ANNUAL REPORT 2021 PART B - PERFORMANCE INFORMATION
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LINKING PERFORMANCE WITH BUDGET

2020/2021 2019/2020

Sub-Programmes Budget Actual 
Expenditure

(Over)/Under 
Expenditure

Budget Actual 
Expenditure

(Over)/Under 
Expenditure

 (R’000) (R’000) (R’000) (R’000) (R’000) (R’000)

FINANCE 43 926 33 204 10 722 61 947 56 781 5 166

TOTAL 43 926 33 204 10 722 61 947 56 781 5 166

Reporting on the Institutional Response to the COVID-19 Pandemic

MEGA has implemented payment holidays to affected SMMEs and tenants occupying MEGA’s properties, with a view to alleviate 
pressure on businesses affected by the pandemic.

ANNUAL REPORT 2021 PART B - PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

ESTIMATED JOBS: 09

ONE OF OUR OWN
Marena Mining: EMalahleni
ONE OF OUR OWN

PROJECT VALUE: R 4 MILLION
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i.  Trade and Investment Promotion 
Promotes the Province as an Investment 
Destination and Foreign Trade and Logistics 
Hub, within various sectors and numerous 
industries.

ii. Marketing and Communications
Coordinates communications efforts 
incorporating public and media relations, 
web design, graphic art, social media, 
publication development, and print 
and online content to deliver economic 
development information and corporate 
news in a timely manner.

4. INSTITUTIONAL PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

CHALLENGES

a) Vacant key positions affected the 
division’s capacity to deliver on planned 
targets.

b) The COVID-19 Pandemic has stalled 
trade and investment activities and 
negatively affecting the trade and 
investment climate the whole world.

4.TRADE & INVESTMENT 
PROMOTION

The Division is responsible for two main 
functions, namely, trade & investment 
promotion and, marketing and 
communication. HIGHLIGHTS / 

PROGRESS MADE:
1

The Coronavirus (COVID-19) and associated lockdowns have 
negatively affected the attainment of the Trade and Invest-
ment Promotion Unit’s targets for the year. The COVID-19 
mitigation measures have resulted in mass production shut-
downs, supply chain disruptions and port closures around 
the world.

Although the Lebombo / Ressano Garcia Border remained 
open for essential trade, exporters experienced extensive 
border delays and the volume of cross-border trade was 
significantly impacted. 

Many Trade and Investment Promotion events, like the 
annual Southern African International Trade Exhibition 
(SAITEX), were cancelled and no Inward Trade and Invest-
ment Missions took place

The Trade and Investment Promotion Events Calendar for 
2020/2021 has been badly affected by the COVID-19 pan-
demic. The Unit adjusted downward the number of events 
planned for 2020/21 financial year. The review of the National 
Exporter Development Plan (NEDP) and Global Export 
Passport Programme (GEPP) has however continued with 
one-on-one online Zoom engagements with the facilitators 
Open Trade Gate of Sweden (OTG). 

2
3
4

ANNUAL REPORT 2021 PART B - PERFORMANCE INFORMATIONMPUMALANGA ECONOMIC GROWTH AGENCY 

5
An online workshop took place on the 26th May 2020 for key 
provincial stakeholders. In light of the COVID-19 pandemic 
situation the shift towards and opportunities presented by 
e-Commerce have become evident. MEGA’s Trade Promotion 
officials participated in a series of Webinars on this topic 
hosted by the ITC.
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4. INSTITUTIONAL PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

Outcome Output Output                
Indicator

Audited 
Actual 
Performance 
2018/2019 

Audited 
Actual 
Performance 
2019/2020

Planned 
Annual 
Target 
2020/2021

Actual 
Achievement 
2020/2021

Deviation 
from planned 
target to 
Actual 

Reasons for 
deviations

STRATEGIC GOAL 3: INCREASED ATTRACTION OF SUITABLE INVESTORS TO THE PROVINCE BASED ON ATTRACTIVE VALUE PROPOSITION & AT-
TRACTIVE INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Increased investment 
attracted through 
trade and investment 
promotion

Facilitation 
of FDI / LDI 
Investment 
projects in 
Mpumalanga 
until imple-
mentation

Value (R) 
of FDI / LDI 
MEGA facili-
tated projects 
implemented 
during the 
period

R150m New             
Indicator

R150m 0 R150m The prevail-
ing COVID-19 
environment 
hindered or 
delayed pos-
sible imple-
mentation 
of projects 
under facilita-
tion. 

Facilitation of 
new FDI / LDI 
Investment 
projects for 
Mpumalanga

Number of 
new FDI / LDI 
projects under 
facilitation for 
the period

New Indicator New             
Indicator

4 4 0 None

Undertake 
Outward 
Investment 
Promotion 
Missions

Number of 
Outward / 
inward Invest-
ment Recruit-
ment Missions 
undertaken

New Indicator New             
Indicator

4 2 2 Most events 
were sus-
pended due 
to COVID-19 
related 
restrictions

Render 
assistance 
to potential 
investors in 
Mpumalanga

Number of 
potential 
Investors 
engaged 

New Indicator New             
Indicator

9 18 -9 The division 
focused more 
on engage-
ments with 
potential 
investors as 
opposed to 
undertaking 
outward mis-
sions. This 
led to over-
achievement 
of planned 
target.

Host a 
Mpumalanga 
Investment 
Conference 
2020

Number of 
Investment 
Conference 
hosted

0 New              
Indicator

1 0 1 This event 
could not 
take place 
due to 
COVID-19 
and financial 
constraints

ANNUAL PERFOMANCE
Strategic objectives, planned targets and actual achievements
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4. INSTITUTIONAL PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

Outcome Output Output                
Indicator

Audited Actual 
Performance 
2018/2019 

Audited 
Actual 
Performance 
2019/2020

Planned 
Annual 
Target 
2020/2021

Actual 
Achievement 
2020/2021

Deviation 
from planned 
target to 
Actual 

Reasons for 
deviations

STRATEGIC GOAL 4: INCREASED ACCESS TO EXPORT TRADE OPPORTUNITIES FOR MPUMALANGA COMPANIES

Increased access 
to export trade 
opportunities 
for Mpumalanga 
businesses

Provide 
Foreign Trade 
counselling 
and support 
to exporters / 
importers

Mumber of 
exporters / 
importers 
provided with 
foreign trade 
counselling 
and support

New      
indicator

100 50 59 -9 The division focused 
more on assisting 
exporters with 
counselling and 
support as opposed to 
undertaking outward 
missions. This led to 
over-achievement of 
planned  target.

Undertake 
local trade 
exhibitions

Number of 
foreign / local 
trade exhibitions 
undertaken

New Indicator 6 4 0 4 All planned events 
were suspended 
due to COVID-19 
restrictions

Promote and 
facilitate the 
use of the EMIA 
/ SSAS export 
incentives

Number of 
EMIA / SSAS 
applications 
facilitated for 
Mpumalanga 
companies 

New Indicator New 
Indicator

2 0 2 EMIA supported 
events were 
suspended due to 
COVID-19 restrictions

STRATEGIC GOAL 7: IMPROVED CORPORATE IMAGE OF MEGA

Increased MEGA 
Brand and 
Reputation

Implement 
Marketing 
and Com-
munications 
Strategy

Number 
of external 
Newsletters

New Indicator New 
Indicator

3 0 3 Initiative put on hold 
due to COVID-19 
pandemic

Number 
of internal 
Newsletter

New Indicator New 
Indicator

12 3 9 Fewer newsletters 
produced due to 
human resource 
capacity constraints

Number of 
Marketing 
Campaigns 
conducted

New Indicator New 
Indicator

1 0 1 Initiative put on hold 
due to COVID-19 
pandemic

Organisational 
survey 
conducted

% achieved on 
MEGA Brand and 
Reputation

New Indicator 0% 50% 0% 50% The rating on 
MEGA’s Brand and 
Reputation could not 
be ascertained due 
lack of online brand 
presence

Organisational 
survey 
conducted

Rating achieved 
on customer 
satisfaction 
survey

68% 61% 70% 67% 3% Concerns raised by 
MEGA clients included 
lack of adequate 
aftercare, failure in 
conducting routine 
inspections on MEGA 
properties, damaged 
properties as well 
as slow response to 
requests

ANNUAL PERFOMANCE (Continued)
Strategic objectives, planned targets and actual achievements
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STRATEGY TO OVERCOME AREAS OF UNDER PERFORMANCE

 VALUE (R) OF FDI / LDI MEGA FACILITATED PROJECTS IMPLEMENTED DURING THE PERIOD 

The division will continue to engage potential investors of projects under facilitation via virtual platforms to maintain momentum.
  

NUMBER OF OUTWARD / INWARD INVESTMENT RECRUITMENT MISSIONS UNDERTAKEN

The division will continue to engage potential investors via virtual platforms until safe to undertake actual missions to foreign countries.

NUMBER OF INVESTMENT CONFERENCE HOSTED

An investment conference is being planned for the second quarter of the 2021/22 financial year.

NUMBER OF FOREIGN / LOCAL TRADE EXHIBITIONS UNDERTAKEN

Numerous online training and export promotional events have been attended and the trend is set to continue.

NUMBER OF EMIA / SSAS APPLICATIONS FACILITATED FOR MPUMALANGA COMPANIES

The entity will closely monitor developments around future events for possible participation.

NUMBER OF EXTERNAL NEWSLETTERS

To be implemented in the next financial year, subject to budget availability.

NUMBER OF INTERNAL NEWSLETTER

To be implemented in the next financial year, subject to filling of vacant positions.

NUMBER OF MARKETING CAMPAIGNS CONDUCTED

To be implemented in the next financial year, subject to conditions permitting.

% ACHIEVED ON MEGA BRAND AND REPUTATION

Survey recommendations to be implemented by management.

RATING ACHIEVED ON CUSTOMER SATISFACTION SURVEY

Survey recommendations to be implemented by management.

LINKING PERFORMANCE WITH BUDGET

2020/2021 2019/2020

Sub-Programmes Budget Actual 
Expenditure

(Over)/Under 
Expenditure

Budget Actual 
Expenditure

(Over)/Under 
Expenditure

 (R’000) (R’000) (R’000) (R’000) (R’000) (R’000)

TRADE & INVESTMENT 15 345 7 751 7 594 14 477 13 497 980

TOTAL 15 345 7 751 7 594 14 477 13 497 980

Reporting on the Institutional Response to the COVID-19 Pandemic

Facilitated access to COVID-19 relief packages offered by the Department of Small Business Development to local SMMEs in the 
visual and craft sectors.
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Nkomazi Special Economic Zone
Promotes the Province as an Investment 
Destination and Foreign Trade and Logistics 
Hub, within various sectors and numerous 
industries.
i. The Nkomazi SEZ entity has been officially 

registered as an SOC LTD
ii. MEGA has appointed four officials to the 

PMU to focus on the interim phase of the 
SEZ development, which includes fully 
establishing the SEZ entity and preparing 
the Nkomazi SEZ Strategy and Business 
Plan as per SLA entered into with DEDT. 

iii. Four (04) officials seconded from MEGA to 
boost SEZ PMU capacity. These include 
an Interim Programme Manager & a 
Finance Manager, a Board Secretary and 
an Administrator. 

iv. The SEZ PMU is currently working towards 
finalising the township establishment 
process.

v. The PMU working on finalising agreements 
and commitments on investment pipeline 
valued at R10.3 billion. 

Mpumalanga International Fresh Produce 
Market
i. The provincial Executive Committee at its 

special sitting of 12th November 2020 
resolved that the construction part of the 
project should be transferred to DPWRT 
for implementation.

ii. The transfer process commenced on 13th 
March 2020 as initiated by the MECs for 
DEDT and DPWRT. 

iii. MEGA continued with the implementation 
of the project through 2020 whilst working 
with DEDT and DPWRT towards ensuring 
a smooth and seamless transfer of the 
construction responsibilities to DPWRT. 

iv. DPWRT took over management of the 
MIFPM construction on 30th November 
2020, however, MEGA remains responsible 
for the operationalization of the Market. 

v. Progress on the construction of the agro-
processing building was at 65% by end of 
March 2021. 

4. INSTITUTIONAL PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

5. PROPERTIES & 
INFRASTRUCTURE

The Division is responsible for three main 
functions, namely, property development 
and management, infrastructure 
development as well as project finance.

HIGHLIGHTS / 
PROGRESS MADE:

ANNUAL REPORT 2021 PART B - PERFORMANCE INFORMATIONMPUMALANGA ECONOMIC GROWTH AGENCY 

CHALLENGES
a) Capacity shortages coupled with the impact 

on COVID-19 restrictions led to failure 
to meet targets in respect of securing 
additional investments from Strategic 
Development Partners. 

b) Limited budget to deal with maintenance 
backlog required to improve MEGA’s 
investment property portfolio

Outcome Output Output                
Indicator

Audited Actual 
Performance 
2018/2019 

Audited 
Actual 
Performance 
2019/2020

Planned 
Annual 
Target 
2020/2021

Actual 
Achievement 
2020/2021

Deviation 
from planned 
target to 
Actual 

Reasons for 
deviations

STRATEGIC GOAL 2: INCREASED IMPLEMENTATION OF SUITABLE HIGH IMPACT INVESTMENTS OPPORTUNITIES IN THE PROVINCE

Completed 
and functional 
Mpumalanga 
International Fresh 
Produce Market

MIFPM 
Project 
implemented

% progress in 
the construc-
tion of the 
Mpumalanga 
International 
Fresh Produce 
Market

New Indicator New 
Indicator 5  

100% 
comple-
tion of 
Phase 1 6

65% 35% Budget reduced 
by R150 million 
and management 
of construction 
transferred to 
the DPWRT with 
effect from the 1st 

December 2020.

Completed and 
functional Nkomazi 
Special Economic 
Zone 

Nkomazi 
SEZ Project 
implemented

Progress in the 
development 
of the 
Nkomazi SEZ 
project

New Indicator New 
Indicator  7

Establish-
ment of 
the SEZ 
Entity  8

SEZ Entity 
Established

0 None

STRATEGIC GOAL 3: INCREASED ATTRACTION OF SUITABLE INVESTORS TO THE PROVINCE BASED ON AN ATTRACTIVE VALUE PROPOSITION AND 
ATTRACTIVE INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Increased MEGA 
Brand and 
Reputation

Implement 
Marketing 
and Com-
munications 
Strategy

Number 
of external 
Newsletters

New Indicator New 
Indicator

3 0 3 Initiative put on hold 
due to COVID-19 
pandemic

Increased investment 
attracted into the 
property portfolio

Strategic 
Development 
Partners’ 
proposals 
approved by 
the Board

Value of 
Strategic 
Development 
Partners’ 
investment 
approved by 
the Board

New Indicator New 
Indicator

R350m 0 R350m Transfer of properties 
(from DPWRT to 
MEGA) that had 
been identified 
for development 
in cooperation 
with Strategic 
Development 
Partners could not be 
finalised within the 
current financial year.

Funding 
proposal 
approved 
by the dtic 
to revitalize 
the Property 
Portfolio

Value of 
revitalization 
funds 
approved by 
government 
and / or 
development 
finance 
institutions

New Indicator New 
Indicator  9 

R150m 0 R150m There were delays 
in finalising the 
identification 
of priority 
intervention areas 
& preparation of 
related BOQs in all 
three applications. 
This delayed the 
re-submission 
of funding 
applications to the 
dtic. 

Strategic objectives, planned targets and actual achievements

ANNUAL PERFOMANCE



Completed enabling 
infrastructure5
Construction of the Agro Processing build-
ing (measured quarterly and cumulatively in 
terms of % progress).

6
SEZ Designation and establish-
ment of the Nkomazi SEZ entity7
Registration of the entity, 
appointment of the Board and 
Executives.

8

R50m was secured for the revitali-
sation of Phase I Ekandustria9
The target was measured in % in the previous annual financial 
year. The collection in value amounted to R40m. 10
Conduct property optimization study, attract equity partner, dispose 
non-core immovable assets (Each activity weight 10%)11
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4. INSTITUTIONAL PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

Outcome Output Output                
Indicator

Audited Actual 
Performance 
2018/2019 

Audited 
Actual 
Performance 
2019/2020

Planned 
Annual 
Target 
2020/2021

Actual 
Achievement 
2020/2021

Deviation 
from planned 
target to 
Actual 

Reasons for 
deviations

STRATEGIC GOAL 5: PROGRESSIVELY INCREASE OWN REVENUE GENERATION AND COLLECTION TO ACHIEVE FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

Progressively 
increase own 
revenue generation 
and collection to 
achieve financial 
sustainability

Billed 
revenue from 
the property 
portfolio 
(rental and 
utilities)

Value of 
annual rental 
revenue 
generated 
from the 
property 
portfolio

New Indicator New 
Indicator  10

R45m R32m R13m Tenants could not 
pay their normal 
instalments due to 
the weak economic 
climate created 
by the COVID-19 
pandemic.

Improved 
property 
portfolio

% implementa-
tion of Property 
Turnaround 
strategy  11

New Indicator New 
Indicator

30% 8% 22% Implementation 
of the approved 
Properties Turn-
around Strategy 
commenced in 
quarter 4 of the 
2020/21 financial 
year.

Increase 
occupation of 
the Property 
Portfolio

% achieved in 
occupancy rate 
of the property 
portfolio

New Indicator 66% 70% 58% 12% Number of 
businesses closed 
down due to the 
impact of the 
Covid-19 pandemic 
on businesses

ANNUAL PERFOMANCE (Continued)
Strategic objectives, planned targets and actual achievements

STRATEGY TO OVERCOME AREAS OF UNDER PERFORMANCE

LINKING PERFORMANCE WITH BUDGET

2020/2021 2019/2020

Sub-Programmes Budget Actual 
Expenditure

(Over)/Under 
Expenditure

Budget Actual 
Expenditure

(Over)/Under 
Expenditure

 (R’000) (R’000) (R’000) (R’000) (R’000) (R’000)

PROPERTIES & INFRASTRUCTURE 189 265 198 886  (9 621) 148 283 153 387  (5 104)

TOTAL 189 265 198 886  (9 621) 148 283 153 387  (5 104)

% PROGRESS IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE MPUMALANGA INTERNATIONAL FRESH PRODUCE MARKET

Project plan was revised taking into account challenges experienced during the course of the period under review.

VALUE OF STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS’ INVESTMENT APPROVED BY THE BOARD

This initiative will now be implemented in the new financial year.

VALUE OF REVITALIZATION FUNDS APPROVED BY GOVERNMENT AND / OR DEVELOPMENT FINANCE INSTITUTIONS

A meeting between MEGA, the dtic and DBSA was held in March 2021 to fast track the process of unlocking the funds.

VALUE OF ANNUAL RENTAL REVENUE GENERATED FROM THE PROPERTY PORTFOLIO

A Credit Control Committee has been established to follow up on arrear accounts. 

% IMPLEMENTATION OF PROPERTY TURNAROUND STRATEGY

Various strategies are being implemented.

% ACHIEVED IN OCCUPANCY RATE OF THE PROPERTY PORTFOLIO

Establish 39 new tenants to increase occupancy rate.

Reporting on the Institutional Response to the COVID-19 Pandemic

i. MEGA, as a funding institution has clients that have been negatively affected by COVID-19, with some businesses completely 
closed following the decision to lockdown the country.

ii. In response to the needs of its tenants, the entity has introduced rent payment holidays with a qualifying criteria tailored to 
the needs of its tenants and based on individual merits. The payment holiday is however not extended to municipal charges 
(which remain due and payable).

MPUMALANGA ECONOMIC GROWTH AGENCY 
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SMME Development Finance
The sub programme aims to ensure that 
businesses remain viable, as successful SMME 
businesses make a direct contribution to the 
goals set out in the MEGDP of the Province. 

The programme provides the following support 
to existing SMME businesses:

A. Financial Support

Financial support is given to qualifying 
businesses by providing loans relating to:
i. Bridging finance for construction projects; 
ii. Acquisition of plant and equipment;
iii. Financing tenders;
iv. Acquiring equity; and
v. Financing working capital.

B. Non-financial support
Non-financial support services in the programme 
are provided by Business Advisors who conduct 
mentorship programmes that are designed to 
improve business success, and these services 
include:
i. Training business owners on how to prepare 

financial statements and maintain good 
bookkeeping practices;

ii. Conducting business management 
seminars;

iii. Facilitating market linkages, by assisting 
small businesses to register with relevant 
government departments, so that their 
services can be used;

iv. Helping businesses brand and market their 
products in readiness for selling on the 
market;

v. By providing regulatory information, and 
also linking businesses to the relevant 
authorities or bodies that can regulate their 
products or services;

vi. Facilitating the preparation of business plans 
through the Small Enterprise Development 
Agency (SEDA) for submission to institutions 
which provide funds to existing and new 
enterprises.

6. FUNDING
The Division is responsible for five main 
functions, namely, SMME’s, Co-operatives, 
Housing and Agricultural Finance, and 
Equity Investments.

DIVISIONAL 
HIGHLIGHTS:

ANNUAL REPORT 2021 PART B - PERFORMANCE INFORMATIONMPUMALANGA ECONOMIC GROWTH AGENCY 

Beneficiation
a. The programme aims to achieve 

beneficiation objectives by setting up 
incubators where potential entrepreneurs 
will be trained before they set up their 
own businesses. Specific industries have 
been targeted. 

b. The initiative is aimed at reducing the 
number of businesses that fail at the 
initial stage while strengthening existing 
businesses. Initially incubators will be 
setup in the wood processing and steel 
manufacturing industries. 

c. Beneficiation programmes involve 
supporting SMME’s and Co-ops across all 
sectors by providing:

i. Information on improving the packaging 
of their products and services;

ii. Government Incentives (Grant Funding) 
for infrastructure and non-financial 
services.

Agriculture: Emerging Farmer Finance
This sub programme assesses farmer’s 
needs in terms of the ability of the farmer to 
undertake the proposed business venture. 
All applications are considered by applying 
the regulations as required in the National 
Credit and FICA Acts.

The programme provides the following 
support to existing businesses:
a. Market linkages for farm produce;
b. Organising for farming inputs to be 

obtained at reasonable prices;
c. Providing mentorship to ensure business 

success through exchange programmes 
with established businesses including 
those in livestock and crop production;

d. Assisting in financial management and 
other specialised areas relevant to the 
business that has been funded;

e. Providing agricultural economics 
information. MEGA has access to 
statistics on climatic conditions of the 
province which it provides to farmers and 
businesses as a value added service;

f. Pursue profitable business ventures by 
identifying opportunities in which MEGA 
can become a strategic partner. 

DIVISIONAL 
HIGHLIGHTS:
(CONTINUED)
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Home Loans
This programme provides loans and access to affordable 
houses and facilitate access to home ownership through 
the provision of finance to qualifying Mpumalanga 
citizens. Funding is provided for the following:

a. Building loan;
b. Purchase of a vacant stand;
c. House improvement loan; 
d. Purchase of an existing house; and
e. Loan size: up to R1.5m. 

Equity Investments
The programme has the following projects aimed at 
facilitating the implementation of high development 
impact investments resulting in providing additional 
income streams to fund MEGA’s operations namely:

Partially Owned Investments
MEGA has shareholdings in other projects or institutions 
that are intended to contribute to its sustainability by 
providing income streams that fund MEGA’s operations. 
The investments are as follows:
a. Mining - 40% shareholding in Nkomati Anthracite in 

Nkomazi;
b. Agriculture - 26% in Highveld Fruit Packers- Apple 

processing.

Wholly Owned Investments

Tekwane Citrus Farm
i. The farm produces citrus fruit which is sold to 

the local and foreign markets. 80% of the fruit is 
exported to Europe and the Far East. 

ii. Tekwane Citrus Farm has not been able to function 
optimally and thus generate acceptable revenue. 
The major reasons for lack of profitability of Tekwane 
Farm include, inter alia: huge overhead costs that 
drain the operation’s profitability as a result of 
historical decisions relating to the employment of 
staff; incorrect application of fertilizers and other 
necessary agricultural products for farming; aging 
mechanical equipment; and limited capital to fund 
operations.

iii. The farm has managed to realise profit in this 
financial year of reporting. This comes as a result 
of the deployment of resources through the service 
provider appointed to manage the farm production 
and market the fruit. This increased the yield and 
allowed for early harvesting and entry into the 
market at higher prices. 

iv. MEGA aims at providing interventions for the 
commercialisation of Tekwane Citrus Farm.

DIVISIONAL 
HIGHLIGHTS:
(CONTINUED)

Loopspruit Wine Farm
i. Loopspruit Wine Farm is a wine producing 

business operating, on a 430ha with 
grapes plantation. The farm had a fairly 
large infrastructure of buildings, including 
a well-equipped winery with two wine 
producing cellars, wine laboratory, 
restaurant and equipment. The land 
component consists of some 25ha grape 
vineyards while the remainder of the land 
consists of natural veld. 

ii. Loopspruit Wine Farm has not been able 
to realize profits due to lack of financial 
and human resources, and the location 
which is a non-wine farm resulting in 
inconsistent and insufficient yield. The 
vineyards have been growing old with 
no planting of new trees due to lack 
of financial resources. The farm has 
consistently operated at a loss. In 2020, 
the farm was gutted by fire and destroyed. 

iii. MEGA is currently seeking investors to 
develop the farm.

iv. MEGA aims at providing interventions for 
the commercialization of Loopspruit Farm 
and ensuring its subsequent profitability. 
Town planning and legal processes have 
commenced to transfer ownership of the 
farm from National Government to MEGA.

HIGHLIGHTS / PROGRESS :
This sub programme assesses farmer’s 
needs in terms of the ability of the farmer to 
undertake the proposed business venture. 
All applications are considered by applying 
the regulations as required in the National 
Credit and FICA Acts.

The programme provides the following 
support to existing businesses:
a) Loans valued at R1.5 mil was approved 

and R6.8 million were disbursed to 
business clients. The disbursement 
mainly consisted of prior year approved 
loans not disbursed. 

b) Despite the slowdown in the activities 
of the Division as a result of the national 
lockdown, funded clients were provided 
with non-financial support. 

c) The type of support entailed contactless 
dissemination of important information 
including debt relief application forms, 
and options available in accessing relief 
funds from various institutions both 
private and public.

DIVISIONAL 
HIGHLIGHTS:
(CONTINUED)

CHALLENGES

a) Cashflow constraints and the impact 
of the national lockdown resulted in 
non-achievement of some of planned 
activities for the year.

b) Loans approval and disbursement 
targets were not met due to cashflow 
constraints.
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Outcome Output Output                
Indicator

Audited Actual 
Performance 
2018/2019 

Audited 
Actual 
Performance 
2019/2020

Planned 
Annual 
Target 
2020/2021

Actual 
Achievement 
2020/2021

Deviation 
from planned 
target to 
Actual 

Reasons for 
deviations

STRATEGIC GOAL 2: INCREASED IMPLEMENTATION OF SUITABLE HIGH IMPACT INVESTMENTS OPPORTUNITIES IN THE PROVINCE

Increased access 
to funding for 
businesses

Approved 
business 
loans 

Value of busi-
ness loans 
approved

R5.3m R27.5m R2m R1.5m R0.5m Fewer loans 
were considered 
during the year 
under review 
due to cashflow 
constraints

Disbursed 
business 
loans  

Value of 
business loans 
disbursed 

R7.3m R16.8m R14.2m R6.5m R7.7m Fewer loans 
were disbursed 
during the year 
under review 
due to cashflow 
constraints

Increased access to 
funding for housing 
clients

Approved 
housing 
loans 

Value of 
housing loans 
approved

R2.6m 0 R5m 0 R5m No new home 
loans applications 
were considered 
due to cash flow 
constraints

Disbursed 
housing 
loans 

Value of 
housing loans 
disbursed 

R1.1m R1.7m R6.45m R348k R6.1m Loan 
disbursements 
were low due to 
the bonds that 
have not yet 
been registered. 
Some of the 
commitments were 
also withdrawn 
as clients did 
not meet the 
conditions of 
approval.  

Improved 
sustainability of 
businesses

Post 
investment 
support 
provided 

Number of 
businesses 
provided 
with post 
investment 
support 

New Indicator 56 90 64 26 Support to 
businesses was 
impacted by the 
lockdown. Most 
clients could be 
contacted through 
telephones only 
or SMS

Improved quality of 
life through home 
ownership

Post 
investment 
support 
provided 

Number 
of housing 
clients  
provided 
with post 
investment 
support

New Indicator New 
Indicator

100 60 40 Support to 
housing clients 
was impacted by 
the lockdown. 
Most housing 
clients could be 
contacted through 
telephones only 
or SMS

Improved 
sustainability of 
equity investments

Perform 
oversight 
on equity 
investments 

Number 
of equity 
investment 
monitoring 
reports

New Indicator New 
Indicator

4 4 0 None

Strategic objectives, planned targets and actual achievements

ANNUAL PERFOMANCE
4. INSTITUTIONAL PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE INFORMATION
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STRATEGY TO OVERCOME AREAS OF UNDER PERFORMANCE

LINKING PERFORMANCE WITH BUDGET

2020/2021 2019/2020

Sub-Programmes Budget Actual 
Expenditure

(Over)/Under 
Expenditure

Budget Actual 
Expenditure

(Over)/Under 
Expenditure

 (R’000) (R’000) (R’000) (R’000) (R’000) (R’000)

FUNDING 96 701 86 787 9 914 113 760 103 938 9 820

TOTAL 96 701 86 787 9 914 113 760 103 938 9 820

VALUE OF BUSINESS LOANS APPROVED

Loan applications received were referred to Strategic Partners for consideration.

VALUE OF BUSINESS LOANS DISBURSED

Loans approved and not disbursed to be prioritised for processing in the next financial year, subject to budget availability.

VALUE OF HOUSING LOANS APPROVED

Loan applications received were referred to Strategic Partners for consideration and this is expected to continue to augment own 
resources.

VALUE OF HOUSING LOANS DISBURSED

Loans approved and not disbursed to be prioritised for processing in the next financial year, subject to budget availability.

NUMBER OF HOUSING CLIENTS  PROVIDED WITH POST INVESTMENT SUPPORT

MEGA to Intensify aftercare to housing loan clients.

NUMBER OF BUSINESSES  PROVIDED WITH POST INVESTMENT SUPPORT

MEGA to Intensify aftercare to housing loan clients.

Reporting on the Institutional Response to the COVID-19 Pandemic

a. MEGA, as a funding institution has clients that have been negatively affected by COVID-19, with some businesses completely 
closed following the decision to lockdown the country.

b. In response to the needs of its funded clients, the entity has also considered introducing payment holidays of up to six months 
on a case by case basis, re-evaluated based on developments around the COVID-19 pandemic.

c. The entity is awaiting the outcome of the request submitted to government for special allocation to cater for the following:

i. Business relief fund to respond to the needs of currently funded clients, in cases where the national relief fund is not 
accessed;

ii. Honouring existing loan commitments; and

iii. Possibly funding new loans post lockdown. 
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CONDITIONAL GRANT
No conditional grants received in the financial year under review.

DONOR FUNDS
No conditional grants received in the financial year under review.

REVENUE COLLECTION

REVENUE COLLECTION

2020/2021 2019/2020

Sources of revenue Budget
Actual Amount 
Invoiced

Over/(Under) Budget
Actual 
Amount 
Invoiced

Over/(Under)

R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000

Municipal Services 54 778 67 970 13 192 67 939 67 585 (354)

Rent 26 434 41 550 15 116 36 603 36 802 199

Loans 17 240 14 700 (2 540) 16 310 15 693 (617)

Other 58 805 80 359 21 554 63 186 75 850 12 664

Total 157 257 204 579 47 322 184 038 195 930 11 892

PROGRAMME EXPENDITURE

2020/2021 2019/2020

Sources of revenue Budget
Actual Amount 
Invoiced

Over/(Under) Budget
Actual 
Amount 
Invoiced

Over/(Under)

R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000

Office of the CEO 27 034 17 084 9 950 17 071 16 797 274

Corporate Services 33 195 26 607 6 588 24 198 24 406 (208)

Finance 43 926 56 404 (12 478) 61 947 51 057 10 890

Trade & Investment 15 345 7 751 7 594 14 477 13 775 702

Properties & Infrastructure 189 265 198 886 (9 621) 148 283 161 091 (12 808)

Funding 96 701 86 787 9 914 113 760 111 434 2 326

Total 405 465 393 520 11 945 379 736 378 560 1 176

Capital investment, maintenance and asset management plan
HIGHLIGHTS ON CAPITAL INVESTMENT AND ASSET MANAGEMENT PLAN

MEGA will develop and finalise the Capital Investment and Asset Management Plan in the 2nd quarter of the 2021/22 
financial year.

INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS

2020/2021 2019/2020

Infrastructure Projects Budget
Actual 
Expenditure

(Over)/Under 
Expenditure        

Budget
Actual 
Amount 
Invoiced

Over/(Under)

R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000

Mpumalanga International Fresh 
Produce Market 

136,400 142,729 (6,329) 271,488 163,554 107,934

Nkomazi Special Economic Zone (SEZ) 35,000 7,912 27,088 6,384 1,730 4,654

Total 171,400 150,641 20,749 277,872 164,554 112,588

PROGRAMME EXPENDITURE

2020/2021 2019/2020

Sources of revenue Budget
Actual Amount 
Invoiced

Over/(Under) Budget
Actual 
Amount 
Invoiced

Over/(Under)

R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000

Maintenance – vehicles 1 12 (11) 0 0 0

Maintenance – equipment 39 1 38 315 21 294

Maintenance – buildings 2 862 4 933 (2 071) 1 316 943 373

Maintenance – infrastructure 303 303 0 0 0 0

Total 3 205 5 249 (2 044) 1 631 964 667

4. INSTITUTIONAL PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

THE CURRENT STATE OF THE PUBLIC ENTITY’S CAPITAL ASSETS

Description % Good % Fair % Poor

Plant and machinery 96% 3% 1%

Office furniture, fixtures and 
equipment

67% 32% 1%

Motor vehicles 87% 12% 1%

IT equipment 50% 48% 2%

ANNUAL REPORT 2021 PART B - PERFORMANCE INFORMATION
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ESTIMATED JOBS: 48

ONE OF OUR OWN
Kildare Spar: Kildare
ONE OF OUR OWN

PROJECT VALUE: 
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EXECUTIVE AUTHORITY
MEGA reports to the Executive Authority on 
performance in relation to its mandate and tar-
gets agreed upon with the Executive Authority 
in the Shareholder’s Compact. In addition, all 
reports submitted to the Legislature and other 
government structures are submitted through 
the Executive Authority (Shareholder).

Apart from the reports to the Shareholder, 
the entity also attends and presents progress 
reports regarding the implementation of stra-
tegic initiatives on an ad-hoc basis to various 
government structures, such as Technical 
Committees, Provincial Management Commit-
tee, EXCO’s, Lekgotlas, etc.

The table below, reflects the reports submit-
ted to the Executive Authority during the pe-
riod under review.
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Dates and purpose of the Committee sittings are reflected below: 

Date of the 
Meeting

Subject Action Plan Undertaken by the Entity

11 June 2020 MEGA’s Budget for 2020/21 Implemented house resolutions on MEGA’s budget 

for 2019/20 and submitted progress report

28 July 2020 Analysis of the 2019/20 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th 

Quarterly Performance Reports

Submitted additional responses to follow up 

questions raised by the Committee on 31st July 2020 

17 Sept 2020 Analysis of the 2020/21 First Quarterly 

Performance Report

Implementing house resolutions on 2020/21 

Quarterly Performance Reports

Progress report on the implementation 

of the house resolutions on MEGA's 

Annual Performance Plan for 2020/21

Implemented house resolutions on MEGA’s Annual 

Performance Plan for 2019/20 

24 Nov 2020 Analysis of the 2020/21 Second 

Quarterly Performance Report

Implementing house resolutions on First Quarterly 

Performance Report

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FRAUD PREVENTION PLAN
During the 2020/21 financial year, the ERM Unit undertook a comprehensive and 
independently conducted organisation-wide fraud risk assessment. The results 
enabled the business to focus their attention on high fraud risk areas and ensure 
the deployment of adequate controls to prevent such risks from materialising or 
mitigate their effect should they materialise.

The Executive and the Accounting Authority of the public entity are responsible for corporate governance.

INTRODUCTION

Corporate governance embodies processes 
and systems by which public entities are di-
rected, controlled and held to account. In ad-
dition to legislative requirements based on a 
public entity’s enabling legislation, and the 
Companies Act, corporate governance in public 
entities is applied through the precepts of the 
Public Finance Management Act (PFMA) and 
run in tandem with the principles contained 
in the King Report on Corporate Governance. 
Parliament, the Executive and the Accounting 
Authority of the public entity are responsible 
for corporate governance.

RISK MANAGEMENT 

MEGA has a Risk Management Policy and 
Strategy in place which is intended to facilitate 
the embedding of risk management techniques 
in the day-to-day operations and thus better 
equip the entity to identify events that affect 
its objectives and manage risk in a manner that 
will maximise its ability to meet its objectives 
in line with its Corporate Strategy. 

MEGA uses a seven-stage process for 
managing its enterprise risks. The process 
provides a logical and systematic method of 
establishing the context, identifying, analysing, 
integrating, evaluating, treating, monitoring, 
and communicating risks in a way that allows 
MEGA to make decisions and respond timely to 
risks and opportunities as they arise. The risk 
assessment process enables management to 
understand the probability of risk and potential 

impact on the operations of the Agency, while 
the risk assessment methodology provides 
management with a portfolio of risks or risk 
profiles. 

The mandate of the Board Audit, Risk & 
Compliance Committee established in terms 
of sections 51(1) (a) (ii) and 76(4) (d) of the 
PFMA and the Treasury Regulations also 
involves the evaluation of the effectiveness 
of risk management and monitors progress 
by management on the mitigation of 
unacceptable levels of risk. The entity 
registered slight improvement in risk maturity 
level which was largely attributed to the 
inclusion of the risk function on Executive 
management performance scorecard which 
resulted in the steady improvements in the 
culture of risk reporting at executive level. The 
resuscitation of the Risk Champions and the 
implementation of a universal risk mitigation 
plan enabled a holistic view of interventions to 
treat risks facing the entity.

FRAUD AND CORRUPTION  

The Fraud Prevention Plan is in place and 
is embedded in various processes which 
incorporate the consideration of preventative, 
detective and corrective controls in their 
execution. During the 2020/21 financial year, 
the ERM Unit undertook a comprehensive and 
independently conducted organisation-wide 
fraud risk assessment. The results enabled the 
business to focus their attention on high 

fraud risk areas and ensure the deployment of 
adequate controls to prevent such risks from 
materialising or mitigate their effect should 
they materialise. 

With the anticipated capacitation of the ERM 
Unit in the coming financial year, it is envisaged 
that greater emphasis will be placed on 
ensuring full implementation and monitoring 
of the Fraud Prevention Plan in its entirety.

MINIMISING CONFLICT OF INTEREST

In minimising conflict of interest in Supply 
Chain Management [SCM], all companies 
that have tendered are screened to ensure 
that such companies are not controlled, run 
or owned by MEGA employees, either by 
association or direct involvement. Declaration 
of interest forms are circulated to SCM Bid 
Committee members from specification to 
adjudication where members are expected to 
declare if they have any interest with regard 
to the tender in question, and where interest 
is declared, the conflicted member is recused 
from participation. 

Annual declaration of interest forms are 
also circulated to all staff members, with 
the exception of general workers, as per the 
requirements of the PFMA, the MEGA Act No. 
1. of 2010 and the recommendations of the 
King Report on Corporate Governance. Further 
updating of the information is done as and 
when the need arises.

CODE OF CONDUCT

The Business Code of Conduct and Ethics (the Code) is enshrined in the Risk Management policies 
and breach of the code is dealt with through MEGA’s disciplinary procedures. The Code is seen as the 
organisation’s moral compass and promotes a culture of honesty, integrity, transparency and ethical 
business practices. Given its importance in driving a sound ethical culture, the Code is generally included in 
various fraud and corruption awareness campaigns that are conducted at least twice per annum. 

In the coming financial year, there will be greater focus on the promotion of the Code as the moral compass 
of the organisation and these will include enlisting employees’ commitment to abide by the Code.

HEALTH SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES 

MEGA is committed to operating a best practice yet proportionate health and safety management 
system, recognising its importance for enabling an efficient organisation, by minimising 
unnecessary losses and liabilities. 

MEGA is also committed to annually reporting its health and safety performance and its plans for 
proactive development of strategic health and safety management.

PORTFOLIO COMMITTEES

The entity appeared before the Portfolio Committee to deliberate on the analysis on its Quarter 
Performance Reports, Budget, and Annual Performance Plan. 

During the sittings the entity further provided progress reports on the implementation of the House 
Resolutions. 

SCOPA RESOLUTIONS

The entity appeared before the SCOPA to deliberate on the analysis on its Annual Financial 
Statements and Oversight Visits. During the sittings the entity further provided progress reports on 
the implementation of the House Resolutions. 

Dates and purpose of the Committee sittings are reflected on the table below: 

Resolution 
No.

Subject Details Response by the 
entity

Resolved (Yes/No)

N/A Letolo Fortune 40 

oversight visit on 

3rd December 2020

Follow up oversight 

visit on the project

Provided progress 

report

Yes

N/A Oversight visit 

at Siyabuswa 

Community Hall

Petition on complaint 

submitted by TP 

Mabena

Provided written 

response to the 

Committee

Yes

Details Submission Date

1st Quarter Report 14 May 2020

2nd Quarter Report 4 August 2020

3rd Quarter Report 31 January 2021

4th QR - 2019/2020 30 April 2021

Annual Report - 2019 31 July 2020

APP - 2021/2022 14 May 2021
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE (continued)
In terms of the Treasury Regulations issued in accordance with the PFMA, MEGA must, in consultation with its relevant Execu-
tive Authority (MEC for Finance, Economic Development & Tourism) annually conclude a Shareholders’ Compact 

THE ACCOUNTING AUTHORITY / BOARD 

Introduction

MEGA is a schedule 3D entity by virtue of it 
being the successor in title of the erstwhile 
MEGA, which was established by the then 
MEGA Act 4 of 2005. 

MEGA is governed by a duly appointed Board of 
Directors. Schedule 3D entities are regulated 
by Sections 47 & 76(4) of the PFMA.

The Board is the Accounting Authority of the 
Agency as contemplated in Section 49(2) (a) of 
the Public Finance Management Act of 1999, 
and Section. 5(1) of the MEGA Act 1 of 2010 
(hereafter referred to as the “Act”).

The Board shall, in respect of the exercise and 
performance of its powers and functions, be 
accountable to the Member of the Executive 
Council. (Section 5 (2) of the MEGA, Act 1 of 2010). 

The Accounting Authority / Board 

The Members of the Board are appointed 
in terms of the Act by the Member of the 
Executive Council responsible for Economic 
Development and Tourism for a period not 
exceeding four (4) years, but are eligible for 
re-appointment as may be determined by the 
Member of the Executive Council.  

The composition of the Board is prescribed 
by the Act which permits a minimum of nine 
[9] and a maximum of eleven [11] Members, 
all of whom shall be non-executive directors. 
In terms of the Act, the CEO is an ex- officio 
member of the Board without any voting rights 
at meetings of the Board (Section 5(4) of the 
MEGA Act 1 of 2010).

The Role of the Board

In accordance with the aforementioned 
parameters of corporate governance, the 
Board must specifically:

a. Retain full and effective control over 
MEGA, and monitor management’s 
implementation of the strategic plans and 
financial objectives as defined by the Board;

b. Define levels of materiality, reserving 
specific powers to itself and delegating 
other matters, with the necessary written 
authority, to management;

c. Continuously monitor and review the exercise 
by management of delegated powers;

d. Ensure that a comprehensive system of 
policies and procedures is in place and that 
appropriate governance structures exist to 
ensure the smooth, efficient and prudent 
stewardship of MEGA; 

e. Ensure compliance by MEGA with all 
relevant laws and regulations, audit 
and accounting principles, MEGA’s Code 
of Ethics and Conduct, and such other 
principles as may be established by the 
Board from time to time;

f. Regularly review and evaluate the risks to 
the business of MEGA, including information 
technology (“IT”) risks.

g. Ensure the existence of comprehensive, 
appropriate internal controls to mitigate 
against such risks, as well as ensure that there 
is an effective risk-based internal audit; 

h. Exercise objective judgment on the affairs of 
MEGA, independent from management, but 
with sufficient management information to 
enable a proper and informed assessment 
to be made; and

i. Identify and monitor non-financial aspects 
relevant to the business of MEGA, and ensure 
that MEGA acts responsibly towards all relevant 
stakeholders having a legitimate  interest in its 
affairs in order to ensure that MEGA is seen to 
be a responsible corporate citizen.

  
Board Charter

The Board Charter defines the governance 
parameters within which the Board exists, sets 
out specific responsibilities to be discharged 
by the Board and members collectively, as 
well as certain roles and responsibilities 
incumbent upon members as individuals. 

The Charter accordingly embraces the 
principles of good governance as set out 
in the King Code on Good Governance, the 
Mpumalanga Economic Growth Agency Act, 
No. 1 of 2010, the Public Finance Management 
Act, 1999, as amended, as well as the Treasury 
Regulations (“the PFMA”), the Promotion of 
Administrative Justice Act, 2000 (“PAJA”), as 
well as all applicable laws of the Republic of 
South Africa. 

The Charter is reviewed by the Board as and 
when necessary, to ensure that it remains 
relevant to the business objectives of MEGA.

Shareholders’ Compact

In terms of the Treasury Regulations issued 
in accordance with the PFMA, MEGA must, 
in consultation with its relevant Executive 
Authority (MEC for Finance, Economic 
Development & Tourism) annually conclude 
a Shareholders’ Compact documenting the 
mandated key performance measures and 
indicators to be attained by the organization 
as agreed between the Board and the 
Shareholder.

Delegation by the 
Board

DELEGATION
“The Board retains full and effective control over the 
entity. This responsibility is facilitated by a well-developed 
governance structure comprising of various Board 
Committees established in terms of Section 24 of the Act and 
a comprehensive Delegation of Authority Framework. ”. 
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Delegation of Authority

The Board retains full and effective control over the entity. This responsibility is facilitated by a well-developed governance structure comprising of 
various Board Committees established in terms of Section 24 of the Act and a comprehensive Delegation of Authority Framework. 

The Delegation of Authority Framework assists in the control of the decision-making processes and does not dilute the duties and responsibilities 
of Board Members.

Board Induction and Orientation

Newly appointed Board Members are taken through an induction programme designed to enhance their understanding of MEGA’s legislative 
framework, its governance processes and the nature and operations of the Agency. Continuous training is provided so that Members are able 
to: 

a. Make sensible and informed decisions and contribute independent, value-adding views to Board deliberations; 

b. Have an understanding of the legal and fiduciary responsibilities incumbent on Board members; and

c. Discharge their fiduciary responsibilities with due care, skill and diligence so as to ensure that all Members are unequivocally committed to 
furthering the interests of MEGA.

Board Evaluation and Performance

The Board is evaluated collectively and individually through a set of corporate governance questionnaires annexed to the Board Charter. 

The assessments in the main, serve as tools for improving governance practice thereby assisting the Board to better understand their own roles and 
responsibilities and how they can more effectively fulfil their fiduciary duties and obligations. 

The Board evaluation also serves as a formal method to facilitate Board development and foster communications among Directors and 
between the Board and Management and increase accountability within the organization. However, it should be noted that Board evaluation 
could not be done in the year under review due to the absence of a full-term Board and the constant change of Interim Boards. 

Composition of the Board

Members of the Board are appointed in terms of the MEGA Act by the Member of the Executive Council (MEC) responsible for the Department 
of Finance, Economic Development and Tourism (FDEDT) in consultation with the Executive Council of the Mpumalanga Province for a period 
not exceeding four (4) years. 

Members are eligible for re-appointment as members of the Board for a 2nd term at the expiry of their terms of office which is determined by 
the Member of the Executive Council from time to time. 

The composition of the Board in terms of the Act, prescribes a minimum number of nine (9) and a maximum number of eleven (11) Board 
Members, all of whom shall be non-executive members and the Chief Executive Officer, as an ex officio Member.  

During the period under review, two (2) Interim Boards were appointed. The first Interim Board was appointed for a period of six (6) months 
starting from 22 June 2020 however, the Board was terminated prematurely on 15 July 2020. 

Another Interim Board was appointed for a period of six (6) months effective from 12 September 2020 and whose term of office terminated on 
20 March 2021. 
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INTERIM BOARDDuring the period 22 June to 15 July 2020, the Interim Board comprised of the following 
Members:

Name Date 
appointed

Date resigned Qualifications No. of Meetings 
attended

Mr. Mkhwanazi DS

Chairperson

22 June 2020 Not Applicable • Degree in Public Management; 
National Diploma in Public 

Management.
• National Certificate in Public 

Management. 
• Certificate in Economics & Public 

Finance.

1/1

Mr. Maphanga NB
Deputy 

Chairperson

22 June 2020 Not Applicable • Bachelor’s Degree in Education 
(TUT).

• Bachelor’s Degree Honours (TUT).

1/1

Mr. Mbungela BV
Board Member

22 June 2020 Not Applicable • BPROC (University of Limpopo).
• Admitted Attorney of the High 

Court of South Africa).

1/1

Mr. LB Mashile
Board Member

22 June 2020 Not Applicable • National Diploma for Technicians- 
Civil Engineering (Technikon- 
Mangosuthu).

• National Higher Diploma- Civil 
Engineering  (Technikon Natal- 
Durban).

• Bachelor of Technology- Civil 
Engineering (Technikon- 
Witwatersrand).

• Diploma in Business Management 
(Institute of Business 
Management).

• Wits WSD Graduate Certificate 
(Wits).

1/1

Mr. SW Lubisi
Board Member

22 June 2020 Not Applicable • Certificate in Personnel 
Management (RAU).

• Certificate in Economics & Public 
Finance (UNISA).

1/1

Ms. A Mkhwanazi
Board Member

22 June 2020 Not Applicable • Executive Leadership Municipal 
Development Programme 
(University of Pretoria).

• Computer Literacy Certificate 
(Pretoria Technikon).

1/1

Mr. P Motha 
Board Member

22 June 2020 Not Applicable • Public Management N4 & N5 
(Ehlanzeni FET College).

1/1

Ms. S Ndlovu
Board Member

22 June 2020 Not Applicable • Diploma Financial Management 
(Damelin).

• Advanced Diploma- Executive 
Personal Assistant (Birnam 
Business College).

1/1

Ms. F Kabini
Board Member

22 June 2020 Not Applicable • BA Degree in Community 
Development and Leadership (UJ).

• BA Degree in Social Sciences; 
Computer Literacy Certificate 
(University of Limpopo).

• Computer Literary Certificate 
(University of Limpopo).

1/1
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INTERIM BOARD During the period 21 September 2020 to 31 March 2021, the Interim Board comprised of the fol-
lowing Members:

Name Date 
appointed

Date 
resigned

Qualifications No. of Meetings 
attended

Mr. Mkhwanazi DS

Chairperson

21 Sept. 2020 Not 
Applicable

• Degree in Public Management; National Diploma 

in Public Management.
• National Certificate in Public Management. 
• Certificate in Economics & Public Finance.

10/10

Mr. Maphanga NB
Deputy 
Chairperson

21 Sept. 2020 Not 
Applicable

• Bachelor’s Degree in Education (TUT).
• Bachelor’s Degree Honours (TUT).

10/10

Mr. Mbungela BV
Board Member

21 Sept. 2020 Not 
Applicable

• BPROC (University of Limpopo).
• Admitted Attorney of the High Court of South Africa).

10/10

Mr. ZT Shongwe
Board Member

21 Sept. 2020 Not 
Applicable

• B. Com (University of Zululand).
• Property Development and Investment (University 

of Cape Town).

10/10

Mr. JL Mahlangu
Board Member

21 Sept. 2020 Not 
Applicable

• Diploma in Governance and Public Leadership 
(Graduate School of Governance-WITS).

• Certificate in Governance and Public Leadership 
(Graduate School of Public and Development 
Management - WITS).

• Certificate (Graduate School of Leadership 
(University of South Africa).

• Management Development Programme (Graduate 
School of Management- University of Pretoria).

• Marketing Management (Graduate School of 
Management- University of Pretoria).

• Ithuteng Commercial College (North West).

10/10

Ms. S Sithole
Board Member

21 Sept. 2020 Not 
Applicable

• Junior Primary Teachers Diploma (Transvaal 
College of Education).

• Certificate in Technology Education.
• Bachelor of Arts (UNISA).
• LLB (University of South Africa).
• Certificate in Financial and Accounting Principles 

for Public Entities (University of South Africa).
• Professional Certificate in Public Management 

(WITS).

10/10

Ms. N Oyiya  
Board Member

21 Sept. 2020 Not 
Applicable

• Bachelor in Business Administration (Honours) 
Public Sector Management (Southern Business 
School).

• Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA) Public 
Sector Management (Southern Business School).

• Diploma: Public Sector Management (Southern 
Business School).

• Bit Committees- PFMA (National School of 
Governance).

• Certificate: Outcome Based Monitoring & Evaluation 
Implementation (University of Pretoria).

• Certificate: Programme in Principles of Business 
Management (WITS).

• Certificate: Programme in Principles of Business 
and Management (Wits).

• Fundamentals of Microsoft Office (Damelin 
Business School).

10/10

Ms. S Shongwe
Board Member

21 Sept. 2020 Not 
Applicable

• Introduction to Micro Computers for Windows 
(Damelin Business School).

• Executive Management Programme NQF Level 8 
(Turfloop Graduate School of Leadership)..

10/10

Mr. ZM Masilela
Board Member

21 Sept. 2020 Not 
Applicable

• Fundamentals of Microsoft Office (Damelin 
Business School).

• National Diploma in Journalism (Tshwane 
University of Technology. 

10/10
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE (continued)
Section 24 (1) of the Act further provides that the Board may establish committees, with the power to co-opt other persons, 
for the purpose of assisting it with due and proper exercise and performance of any of its powers and functions, and may 
likewise dissolve, extend, enlarge or limit any committee so established. 

Board Committees

The Board is empowered in terms of Section 24 of 
the Act to establish Board Committees. Section 
24 (1) of the Act further provides that the Board 
may establish committees, with the power to co-
opt other persons, for the purpose of assisting it 
with due and proper exercise and performance of 
any of its powers and functions, and may likewise 
dissolve, extend, enlarge or limit any committee 
so established. 

The Board during its term of office, constituted 
various Committees in order to assist the Board 
in discharging its responsibilities. This assistance 
is rendered in a form of recommendations and 
reports submitted to Board meetings ensuring 
transparency and full disclosure of Committee 
activities. All Committee Members are Non-
Executive Directors and the Board during 
the period under review, consisted of four [4] 
Committees namely:

a. Human Resources & Remuneration 
Committee (HR)

b. Finance & Investment Committee (FINCOM)

c. Loans Committee

d. Board Audit, Risk & Compliance Committee 
(BARCC)

Human Resources & Remuneration Committee

The Human Resources and Remuneration 
Committee is comprised of five [5] Non-
Executive Directors. 

The objectives of the Committee are to:

a. Oversee the development and 
implementation of a comprehensive Human 
Resources Strategy that supports the entity’s 
values, vision, mission and aspirations.

b. Review the organization’s Human 
Resource Policies and recommend same 
for Board approval.

c. Ensure that the organization has an effective 
organizational structure, and competitive 
human resources and practices.

d. Recommend for approval by the Board 
a system to monitor and measure 
organizational development and 
performance.

e. In collaboration with the Governance, 
Social and Ethics Committee, make 
recommendations to the Board on the 
selection and appointment processes for 
the Chief Executive Officer.

f. Review at least annually, and recommend 
to the Board for approval, the CEO’s 
compensation based on the evaluation of 
the CEO’s performance in light of corporate 
and individual objectives.

Social Responsibilities (Regulation 43 of the 
Companies Act)

The Committee shall perform all the functions 
as are necessary to fulfil its role as stated above 
and including the following duties: 

i.  Monitoring the Agency’s activities, having 
regard to any relevant legislation, other 
legal requirements or prevailing codes 
of best practice, with regard to matters 
relating to:

a.   Social and economic development including 
the Agency’s standing in terms of the goals 
and purposes of-

(aa) the 10 principles set out in the United 
Global Compact Principles (“the 
UGCP”);

(bb)  the OECD recommendations regarding 
corruption;

(cc) the Employment Equity Act; and
(dd) the Broad-Based Black Economic 

Empowerment Act;

b. Good corporate citizenship including the 
Agency’s standing in terms of the goals and 
purposes of-

(aa) promotion of equality, prevention of 
unfair discrimination, and reduction of 
corruption; 

(bb) contribution to development of the 
communities in which its activities are 
predominantly conducted or within 
which its products or services are 
predominantly marketed; and 

(cc) record of sponsorship, donations and 
charitable giving.

c. Environment, Health and Safety including 
the impact of the Agency’s activities and of 
its products or services.

d. Consumer Relationships including the 
Agency’s advertising, public relations and 
compliance with consumer protection laws; 

e.  Stakeholder relations including community 
development, stakeholder engagements, 
Management of Brand and Reputational 
Risks.

f. Labour and employment including-

(aa) the Agency’s standing in terms of the 
International Labour Organization 
Protocol on decent work and working 
conditions; and

(bb) the Agency’s employment 
relationships, and its contribution 
towards the educational development 
of its employees;

g. Drawing matters within its mandate to the 
attention of the Board as occasion requires

The members shall 
be:-

SECTION 6(d)
“Persons who have sufficient knowledge of, or experience in 
the development, funding, promotion of agriculture, property 
development including granting of housing loans, trade, industry, 
sector development or investment in respect of the Province, with 
specific emphasis on Black Economic Empowerment”. 

Finance and Investment Committee

The Finance and Investment Committee is 
comprised of five [5] Non-Executive Directors. 

a. The objectives of the Committee are inter 
alia to: 

aa. Provide inputs on the Strategic Plan of 
the organization for approval by the 
Board.

bb. Review the accuracy of the draft budget 
as submitted by management, and 
ensure that the budget is aligned to the 
approved Strategic Plan.

cc. Review the financial quarterly 
performance reports as submitted by 
management and recommend same for 
Board approval.

dd. Ensure that MEGA has and maintains 
sound financial policies.

ee. Ensure proper control over MEGA’s 
investment projects.

Loans Committee

The Loans Committee is comprised of five [5] 
Non-Executive Directors. 

The objectives of the Committee are inter alia to: 

a. Consider loan applications for Business 
Development, Agriculture and Housing 
between the values of R5m – R10m in terms 
of the Delegations of Authority Framework 
approved by the Board. 

b. Recommend all loans above R10m to the 
Board for approval.

c. Recommend the design, selection, 
implementation, oversight and performance 
of any rating systems employed by the 
Agency. 

d. Recommend any debt write-offs to the 
Board, Audit Risk & Compliance Committee 
in line with MEGA’s policies.

e. Recommend debt restructuring to the Board 
with regards to clients affected by economic/
climate conditions and any other conditions 
that may warrant Board’s intervention. 

f. Recommend to the Board, any new lending 
product area, market or lending jurisdiction. 

g. Annually review the loan policies and 
procedures and present them to the Board 
for approval. 

h. Regularly analyse the loan portfolio and 
monitor lending areas for alignment to the 
Agency’s risk appetite. 

i. Update the Board with regards to the market 
credit risks and any other matters connected 
therewith.
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AREA OF EXPERTISE AS PER THE MPUMALANGA ECONOMIC GROWTH AGENCY ACT NO.1 OF 2010

Committee No. of Meetings No. of Members Names of Members

LOANS 4 5 • Ms. N Oyiya (Chairperson)
• Ms. A Mkhwanazi
• Mr. M Masilela
• Ms. B Mbungela
• Mr. Sipho Shongwe

HUMAN 

RESOURCES

3 5 • Mr. JL Mahlangu (Chairperson)
• Mr. N Maphanga
• Ms. A Mkhwanazi
• Ms. S Sithole
• Mr. M Masilela

BARCC 8 5 • Mr. Sabatha Shongwe 
(Chairperson)

• Ms. N Oyiya
• Mr. JL Mahlangu
• Ms. S Sithole
• Mr. B Mbungela

FINCOM 4 5 • Mr. NB Maphanga (Chairperson)
• Mr. JL Mahlangu 
• Ms. N Oyiya
• Mr. Sabatha Shongwe
• Mr. Sipho Shongwe
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Remuneration Committee

Board Members are remunerated in 
accordance with the rate as determined by 
National Treasury from time to time. 

The Board’s travel and subsistence allowances are also 
paid for by MEGA in line with the MEGA HR Policy. 

A detailed remuneration table of each Board 
member is reflected under Part E of this report.

The Board shall, in respect of the exercise and 
performance of its powers and functions, be 
accountable to the Member of the Executive 
Council. (Section 5 (2) of the MEGA, Act 1 of 2010). 

INTERNAL CONTROL UNIT

The functions of Internal Control Unit are 
embedded in supporting divisions within the 
entity as follows:

a. Risk assessment: located within the 
Enterprise Risk Management Unit;

b. Internal Audit: located within the Internal 
Audit Unit;

c. Policies and procedures: each division 
ensures that all policies applicable and 
necessary for its functioning are developed 
and reviewed. Monitoring of compliance 
with policies and relevant prescripts are 
performed by the Legal Unit.

INTERNAL AUDIT AND AUDIT COMMITTEES

Key activities and objectives

a. Summary of audit work done: The following 
internal audits were performed during the 
financial period under review:

b. Key activities and objectives of the Board 
Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee: 
The BARCC must function in accordance with 
Treasury Regulations 27.1.

Its role and responsibilities, amongst others, 
are to review the following:

i. the effectiveness of the internal control 
systems;

ii. the effectiveness of internal audit;
iii. the risk areas of the entity’s operations 

to be covered in the scope of internal and 
external audits;

iv. the adequacy, reliability and accuracy 
of financial information provided to 
management and other users of such 
information;

v. any accounting and auditing concerns 
identified as a result of internal and 
external audits;

vi. the entity’s compliance with legal and 
regulatory provisions; and

vii. the activities of the internal audit 
function, including its annual work 
programme, coordination with the 
external auditors, the reports of 
significant investigations and the 
responses of management to specific 
recommendations; and

viii. where relevant, the independence and 
objectivity of the external auditors.

Further to the above, Treasury Regulation 
27.1.9 states that the BARCC must have explicit 
authority to investigate matters within its 
powers, as identified in the written terms of 
reference. 

The BARCC must –

i. report and make recommendations to 
the accounting authority;

ii. report on the effectiveness of internal 
controls in the annual report of the 
institution; and

iii. comment on its evaluation of the 
financial statements in the annual report.

With regards to the Internal Audit Function, 
the BARC has to specifically:

i. Approve the internal audit charter. 
ii. Approve the risk-based internal audit plan. 
iii. Approve the internal audit budget and 

resource plan. 
iv. Receive communications from the Chief 

Audit Executive on the internal audit 
activity’s performance relative to its 
plan and other matters. 

v. Approve decisions regarding the 
appointment and removal of the Chief 
Audit Executive. 

vi. Make appropriate inquiries of management 
and the Chief Audit Executive to determine 
whether there is inappropriate scope or 
resource limitations. 

vii. Approve the Internal Audit Function’s 
resource plan.

Board Audit, Risk & Compliance Committee 
[BARCC]

The Board Audit, Risk & Compliance Commit-
tee has been established in terms of sections 
51(1) (a) (ii) and 76(4) (d) of the PFMA and the 
Treasury Regulations to monitor the scope and 
effectiveness of the internal and external audit 
functions. 

The Committee is comprised of a minimum of 
three [3] Non- Executive Directors in line with 
the prescripts of the MEGA Act of 2010 and is 
chaired by an independent Non-Executive Di-
rector. 

The responsibilities of the Board Audit, Risk & 
Compliance Committee are to:

i. Determine the adequacy and 
effectiveness of internal control systems;

ii. Evaluate the effectiveness of risk 
management;

iii. Perform the functions required of it by law;
iv. Review the significant accounting and 

reporting issues, including professional 
and regulatory pronouncements, 
and their impact on the financial 
statements with a view to ensure 
consistency with the appropriate 
accounting principles;

v. Review the effectiveness of the 
internal audit function that is 
performed with the assistance of 
co-sourced external practitioners 
whose major responsibilities include 
the examination and evaluation of 
the effectiveness  and performance 
of operational activities and systems, 
together with the attendant business 
risks and financial control;

vi. Review the scope, performance, 
significant findings and 
recommendations made by the internal 
and external auditors; and

vii. Review any statement on ethical 
standards or requirements and the 
procedure to review compliance with 
the Code of Ethics.

Delegation by the 
Board

DELEGATION
“The Board retains full and effective control over the 
entity. This responsibility is facilitated by a well-developed 
governance structure comprising of various Board 
Committees established in terms of Section 24 of the Act and 
a comprehensive Delegation of Authority Framework. ”. 
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During the period 22 June to 15 July 2020, the Interim Board comprised of the following Members:

Name Qualifications External or 
Internal?

If internal, position 
in the public entity

Date 
Appointed

Date 
Resigned

No. of Meetings 
attended

Mr. Shongwe Z7

Chairperson

• B. Com (University of Zululand)
• Property Development and Investment 

(University of Cape Town)

External N/A 21 September 2020 N/A 8/8

Mr. Mahlangu JL
Member

• Diploma in Governance and Public 
Leadership (Graduate School of 
Governance-WITS)

• Certificate in Governance and Public 
Leadership (Graduate School of Public and 
Development Management- WITS)

• Certificate (Graduate School of Leadership 
(University of South Africa)

• Management Development Programme 
(Graduate School of Management- 
University of Pretoria)

• Marketing Management (Graduate School 
of Management- University of Pretoria)

External N/A 21 September 2020 N/A 8/8

Ms. Sithole S 
Member

• Junior Primary Teachers Diploma 
(Transvaal College of Education)

• Certificate in Technology Education
• Bachelor of Arts (University of South Africa)
• LLB (University of South Africa)
• Certificate in Financial and Accounting 

Principles for Public Entities (University of 
South Africa)

• Certificate in Project Management 
(Regenesys)

• Professional Certificate in Public 
Management (WITS)

External N/A 21 September 2020 N/A 8/8

Ms. Oyita N
Member

• Bachelor in Business Administration 
(Honours) Public Sector Management 
(Southern Business School)

• Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA) 
Public Sector Management (Southern 
Business School)

• Diploma: Public Sector Management 
(Southern Business School)

• Bit Committees- PFMA (National School of 
Governance)

• Certificate: Outcome Based Monitoring & 
Evaluation Implementation (University of 
Pretoria)

• Certificate: Programme in Principles of 
Business Management (WITS)

• Certificate: Programme in Principles of 
Business and Management (Wits)

• Fundamentals of Microsoft Office (Damelin 
Business School)

External N/A 21 September 2020 N/A 8/8

Mr. Mbungela BV
Member

• BPROC (University of Limpopo)
• Admitted Attorney of the High Court of 

South Africa)

External N/A 21 September 2020 N/A 8/8
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COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS AND REGULATIONS

As a Provincial Government Business Enterprise, 
MEGA is subject to numerous laws, rules and 
regulations. The entity must at all times, comply 
with all applicable legislative prescripts as well 
as internal policies that are approved by the 
Accounting Authority. 

The PFMA and the MEGA Act are the basis on which 
MEGA must start with compliance, followed by all 
other legislation that regulate MEGA’s operations 
in relation to the different business units. 

A compliance checklist has been developed and 
compliance is monitored on a quarterly basis, 
in line with the reporting framework which 
is included with the submission of quarterly 
reports. The year under review has not resulted in 
any penalties nor reprimands for non-compliance 
with statutes, and therefore we can conclude that 
the Entity did generally comply with applicable 
laws and regulations except in areas where non-
compliance was identified during the audit.

The Board carries the overall responsibility at 
a strategic level to ensure that the MEGA fulfils 
its legal obligations and effectively manages 
any risk exposure that may result from legal 
compliance failures. The Board is assisted in this 
regard through monitoring by the Board Audit, 
Risk and Compliance Committee, as well as 
assurance provided by Management.

COMPANY SECRETARY 

The Company Secretary, together with 
other assurance functions, monitors MEGA’s 
compliance with the requirements of the PFMA, 
Companies Act No.71 of 2008 (as amended), King 
Report on Corporate Governance, MEGA Act 1 of 
2010 and other relevant legislation and reports to 
the Board in this regard.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY  

MEGA is committed to occupying an impactful 
role as a socially responsible corporate citizen. 
To this end, the entity has put in place a Social 
Responsibility Policy which seeks to proactively 
invest in the social development needs of the 
communities within which it operates. 

AUDIT COMMITTEE REPORT

We are pleased to present our report for the 
financial year ended 31 March 2021.

Audit Committee Responsibility

The Audit Committee reports that it has complied 
with its responsibilities arising from Section of 
the Public Finance Management Act and Treasury 
Regulation 3.1.13. 

The Audit Committee also reports that it has 
adopted appropriate formal terms of reference 
as its Audit Committee Charter, has regulated its 
affairs in compliance with this charter and has 
discharged all its responsibilities as contained 
therein, except that we have not reviewed 
changes in accounting policies and practices. 

The Effectiveness of Internal Control

Our review of the findings of the Internal Audit 
work, which was based on the risk assessments 
conducted in the MEGA revealed certain 
weaknesses, which were then raised with the 
MEGA. 

The following internal audit work was completed 
during the year under review:

a) Follow up review; AGSA & IA report
b) IA considerations in the entity’s response to 

COVID-19;
c) Review of the 2020/21 Interim Financial 

Statements;
d) Review of the 2019/20 Annual Financial 

Statements and Annual report;
e) IT Application control review; 
f) Funding/Equity Investment;
g) SCM- Irregular expenditure;
h) Audit of Performance Information (2nd 

quarter);
i) Properties and Infrastructure;
j) Audit of Performance Information (3rd 

Quarter); and
k) Follow up review; AGSA & IA report.
l) Adhoc Reviews 
i. Petty Cash Verification, 

aa. Acting Allowance, 
bb. Payroll, 
cc. Leave management, 
dd. Corporate plan review, 
ee. Contract Register, and
ff. Interns on-boarding.

The internal control systems at MEGA regarding 
financial operations needs to be seriously looked 
upon as it impacts on the future sustainability of 
the organisation.  These will have to be prioritised 
so that the organisation is not technically insolvent 
and can operate within the foreseeable future.

Of immediate concern when it comes to internal 
controls are the following operational areas:

a) Property and Infrastructure Development 
Management

b) Funding
c) Asset Management;
d) Supply Chain Management.  

The going concern of MEGA is severely affected 
as it cannot repay its debt within the long term 
and short term when applying financial ratios, 
solvency and liquidity.  The dependency of MEGA 
on allocation from the provincial fiscus is of 
concern as the entity is not generating sufficient 
revenue and not utilising its assets to their 
optimum.

Various policies were still in the process of being 
reviewed during the period we performed our 
testing.

In-Year Management and Monthly / 
Quarterly Report

The public entity has submitted monthly and 
quarterly reports to the Executive Authority.

Evaluation of Financial Statements

We have reviewed the annual financial statements 
prepared by the public entity.

Auditor’s Report

We have reviewed the public entity’s 
implementation plan for audit issues raised in the 
prior year and we are satisfied that the matters 
have been adequately raised except the following:

a) The financials still have material misstatement 
which are a concern.

b) The filling of General Manager positions is 
a major concern as the implementation of 
adequate controls heavily depends on their 
services.  

Responsibilities

BARCC
“The responsibilities of the Board Audit, Risk and Compliance 
Committee is contained in  Section of the Public Finance 
Management Act and Treasury Regulation 3.1.13.”. 
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Delegation of Authority

The implementation of the plan has been slack and needs to be prioritised and resources be made available for such a purpose.

The Audit Committee concurs and accepts the conclusions of the external auditor on the annual financial statements and is of the opinion that the audited annual 
financial statements be accepted and read together with the report of the auditor.

BBBEE COMPLIANCE PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

The following table has been completed in accordance with the compliance to the BBBEE requirements of the BBBEE Act of 2013 and as determined by the 
Department of Trade and Industry. 

Has the Department / Public Entity applied any relevant Code of Good Practice (B-BBEE Certificate Levels 1 – 8) with regards to the following:

Criteria Response                
Yes / No

Discussion
(include a discussion on your response and indicate 
what measures have been taken to comply)

Determining qualification criteria for the issuing of licences, concessions or 

other authorisations in respect of economic activity in terms of any law?

N/A N/A

Developing and implementing a preferential procurement policy? N/A N/A

Determining qualification criteria for the sale of state-owned enterprises? N/A N/A

Developing criteria for entering into partnerships with the private sector? N/A N/A

Determining criteria for the awarding of incentives, grants and investment 

schemes in support of Broad Based Black Economic Empowerment?

N/A N/A
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CORPORATE SERVICES
“The division renders a comprehensive integrated human 
capital management and administration function, integrated 
information and communication services, communication 
and marketing as well as Enterprise-Wide Risk Management 
function ”. 

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of Corporate Services division is 
to render a comprehensive integrated human 
capital management and administration function, 
integrated information and communication 
services, communication and marketing as well 
as Enterprise-Wide Risk Management function to 
enable the organization to deliver on its mandate 
as enshrined in the Corporate Strategy. 

It seeks to: 

a. Promote sound employee relations and 
labour stability. 

b.  Promote and practice effective recruitment 
and retention practices. 

c.  Encourage a culture of excellence and a high 
work ethic.

d. Promote a safe and healthy working 
environment for all employees.

e. Constantly develop individual employees 
through training interventions.

f. Create a risk-intelligent organization.

g. Provide inclusively integrated and 
interoperable business systems processes 
that enable the execution of the corporate 
strategy and ensure that records are created, 
used, maintained, and disposed of through 
their life.

aa. Make sensible and informed decisions 
and contribute independent, value-
adding views to Board deliberations; 

bb. Have an understanding of the legal and 
fiduciary responsibilities incumbent on 
Board members; and

cc. Discharge their fiduciary responsibilities 
with due care, skill and diligence so 
as to ensure that all Members are 
unequivocally committed to furthering 
the interests of MEGA.

Highlights / progress made

Progress on OD Process

The placement of employees has been finalised 
however, about 10% of the placed employees 
have appealed their placement. Management 
is currently in a process of handling the appeals 
which will be finalized during the 1st quarter of 
the 2021/22 financial year.

Review of Human Resources (HR) Policies

All Human Resources Policies and procedures 
are being reviewed.  Consultation with the 
various stakeholders including Organised 
Labour, and Management is underway. It is 
anticipated that this process will be finalised 
in the 2nd quarter of the ensuing financial year 
(2021/22).

Human Resources Development

MEGA continues to develop employees in 
various fields in line with the Workplace Skills 
Plan (WSP).

 Financial Modelling

An in-house training in Financial Modelling was 
facilitated.  The training was aimed at addressing 
core competency requirements within the 
Funding Division, ensure that MEGA funds viable 
businesses and capacitating Business Advisors, 
Business Analysts, and Managers in assessing 
business proposals. The training was successful 
in that 71% of employees were found to be 
competent.

 ABET

The facilitation of the ABET programme through 
the Provincial Department of Labour is in 
progress. Learners in levels 1 to 3 were grossly 
affected by the Covid-19 pandemic and lock-
down because training centres had to comply 
with the Covid-19 regulations.  Only level 4 
employees were assessed and were all found to 
be competent.

  UIF Learnerships

The Mpumalanga Provincial Treasury recruited 
and enrolled unemployed graduates on 
the South African Institute of Professional 
Accountants (SAIPA) learnership program 
which is fully funded by the Finance and 
Accounting Services Sector Education and 
Training Authority [FASSET]. MEGA was 
identified as one of the provincial entities to 
participate in the program and to this end, one 
[1] Trainee Accountant has been placed under 
the supervision of the CFO as Overall Evaluator 
(registered SAICA professional).

Internship Programme

MEGA currently employs a total of fourteen 
(14) Interns who are spread across the different 
Divisions as follows:  

Division/                       
Department

Gender Total

Male Female

Internal Audit 1 1 2

Human Resources 3 1 4

Finance 3 1 4

Company Secretariat 

& Legal

1 2 3

Enterprise Wide Risk 1 0 1

TOTAL 9 5 14
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The learnership programmes were also affected 
by the COVID 19 restrictions as a result, 110 
participants dropped out after the lockdown.  

LEARNERSHIP CHALLENGES

highlights / 
progress made

“The division renders a comprehensive integrated human 
capital management and administration function, integrated 
information and communication services, communication 
and marketing as well as Enterprise-Wide Risk Management 
function ”. 

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of Corporate Services division is 
to render a comprehensive integrated human 
capital management and administration function, 
integrated information and communication 
services, communication and marketing as well 
as Enterprise-Wide Risk Management function to 
enable the organization to deliver on its mandate 
as enshrined in the Corporate Strategy. 

It seeks to: 

a. Promote sound employee relations and 
labour stability. 

b.  Promote and practice effective recruitment 
and retention practices. 

c.  Encourage a culture of excellence and a high 
work ethic.

d. Promote a safe and healthy working 
environment for all employees.

e. Constantly develop individual employees 
through training interventions.

f. Create a risk-intelligent organization.

g. Provide inclusively integrated and 
interoperable business systems processes 
that enable the execution of the corporate 
strategy and ensure that records are created, 
used, maintained, and disposed of through 
their life.

aa. Make sensible and informed decisions 
and contribute independent, value-
adding views to Board deliberations; 

bb. Have an understanding of the legal and 
fiduciary responsibilities incumbent on 
Board members; and

cc. Discharge their fiduciary responsibilities 
with due care, skill and diligence so 
as to ensure that all Members are 
unequivocally committed to furthering 
the interests of MEGA.

Highlights / progress made

Progress on OD Process

The placement of employees has been finalised 
however, about 10% of the placed employees 
have appealed their placement. Management 
is currently in a process of handling the appeals 
which will be finalized during the 1st quarter of 
the 2021/22 financial year.

Review of Human Resources (HR) Policies

All Human Resources Policies and procedures 
are being reviewed.  Consultation with the 
various stakeholders including Organised 
Labour, and Management is underway. It is 
anticipated that this process will be finalised 
in the 2nd quarter of the ensuing financial year 
(2021/22).

Human Resources Development

MEGA continues to develop employees in 
various fields in line with the Workplace Skills 
Plan (WSP).

 Financial Modelling

An in-house training in Financial Modelling was 
facilitated.  The training was aimed at addressing 
core competency requirements within the 
Funding Division, ensure that MEGA funds viable 
businesses and capacitating Business Advisors, 
Business Analysts, and Managers in assessing 
business proposals. The training was successful 
in that 71% of employees were found to be 
competent.

 ABET

The facilitation of the ABET programme through 
the Provincial Department of Labour is in 
progress. Learners in levels 1 to 3 were grossly 
affected by the Covid-19 pandemic and lock-
down because training centres had to comply 
with the Covid-19 regulations.  Only level 4 
employees were assessed and were all found to 
be competent.

  UIF Learnerships

The Mpumalanga Provincial Treasury recruited 
and enrolled unemployed graduates on 
the South African Institute of Professional 
Accountants (SAIPA) learnership program 
which is fully funded by the Finance and 
Accounting Services Sector Education and 
Training Authority [FASSET]. MEGA was 
identified as one of the provincial entities to 
participate in the program and to this end, one 
[1] Trainee Accountant has been placed under 
the supervision of the CFO as Overall Evaluator 
(registered SAICA professional).

Internship Programme

MEGA currently employs a total of fourteen 
(14) Interns who are spread across the different 
Divisions as follows:  

Division/                       
Department

Gender Total

Male Female

Internal Audit 1 1 2

Human Resources 3 1 4

Finance 3 1 4

Company Secretariat 

& Legal

1 2 3

Enterprise Wide Risk 1 0 1

TOTAL 9 5 14

HUMAN RESOURCES (continued)
Staff engagements have improved drastically, especially with organised labour as regular meetings are held with Manage-
ment to consult on any organizational change and deal with issues of mutual interest.

Partnership with the Unemployment Insurance Fund: Labour Activation Programme

a.   MEGA in partnership with the Department of Labour, is implementing the Unemployed Insurance Fund Labour Activation Programme (UIF LAP) aimed 
at re-skilling about 1200 Mpumalanga unemployed beneficiaries of UIF and skilling of unemployed youth and women to reintegrate them back into the 
labour market.

b. For the next 12 months, focus will be on the following programs:

aa. General Management: SMME NQF4
bb. General Management: Co-operatives NQF4

cc. Food and Beverages NQF1

c. MEGA has appointed six (6) Project Managers/Service Providers to assist the entity with the effective implementation of the programme.

d. The total cost of the project is R86m for over 12 months. The entity has managed to register a total of 863 learners on the learnership programmes and 
the summary is as follows:

Leanership No. of Leaners

Food and Beverages 312

SMME 295

Corporative 256

TOTAL 863

The learnership programmes were also affected by the COVID 19 restrictions as a result, 110 participants dropped out after the lockdown.  There 
were challenges in terms of facilitating some of the training remotely, however, the programmes managed to continue to finality.  Learners in all three 
learnership programmes have completed the theoretical part of the training and they are currently doing practicals with host employers.

Staff Engagements

Staff engagements have improved drastically, especially with organised labour as regular meetings are held with Management to consult on any 
organizational change and deal with issues of mutual interest.
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R 109,569,615.21 TOTAL PERSONNEL COST

MEGA experienced a high turn-over in Top Management level due to better career opportunities outside the entity 
and expiry of employment contracts. 

HUMAN RESOURCES (continued)

HUMAN RESOURCE OVERSIGHT STATISTICS 

The following are the statistics related to personnel expenditure and staff compliment, movements and Employment Equity status of the entity:

Personnel Cost by programme/ activity/ objective 

Personnel Cost by Programme Expenditure for 
the entity

No. of employees paid  
between April 2020  to 31 

Mar 21

Personnel exp. as a % 
of total exp. (R’000)

Average personnel cost 
per employee (R’000)

CEO'S office R7 125 695,22 10 6,8% 712 569,52

Finance R16 895 191,62 22 16,0% 767 963,26

Corporate Services R12 624 353,33 20 12,0% 631 217,67

Trade and Investment R9 209 590,66 11 8,7% 837 235,51

Funding R36 245 100,35 59 34,4% 614 323,73

Properties & Infrastructure R18 558 665,12 46 17,6% 403 449,24

SEZ R4 782 995,26 7 4,5% 683 285,04

Sub Total R105 441 591,56 175 96,2% 602 523,38

Interns R1 532 428,44 20 1,4% 76 621,42

Sub Total R106 974 019,90 195 97,6% 548 584,72

EPWP R846 971,72 28 82,5% 30 248,99

Loopspruit R179 706,63 5 17,5% 35 941,33

Sub Total R1 026 678,35 33 0,9% 31 111,47

Board R1 568 916,96 15 1,4% 104 594,46

GRAND TOTAL R109 569 615,21 243 100,0% 450 903,77

Personnel cost by salary band

Level Personnel Expenditure 
(R’000)

% of personnel exp. 
to total personnel 

cost (R’000)

No. of employees Average personnel 
cost per employee           

(R’000)

Top Management 4 949 145,11 4,5% 5 989829,02

Senior Management 15 136 224,34 13,8% 10 1513622,43

Professional qualified 31 298 563,58 28,6% 29 1079260,81

Skilled 33 354 650,05 30,4% 51 654012,75

Semi-skilled 13 053 343,43 11,9% 38 343509,04

Unskilled 8 676 343,30 7,9% 75 115684,58

Interns 1 532 428,44 1,4% 20 76621,42

Board 1 568 916,96 1,4% 15 104594,46

GRAND TOTAL 109 569 615,21 100,0% 243 450903,77

Performance Rewards

Performance rewards were not paid to employees during the period under review.

Training Costs 

Level Personnel Expenditure 
(R’000)

Training 
Expenditure 

(R’000)

Training 
Expenditure as a % 
of Personnel Cost.

No. of  employees 
training per 
programme

Average training  
cost per employee

CEO's office 7 125 695,22 10 900,00 0,2% 1 10 900,00

Finance 16 895 191,62 211 503,95 1,3% 23 9 195,82

Corporate Services 12 624 353,33 110 568,01 0,9% 12 9 214,00

Funding 9 209 590,66 353 442,00 3,8% 29 12 187,66

Property Management 
and Infrastructure

36 245 100,35 50 165,00 0,1% 8 6 270,63

Trade and Investment 18 558 665,12 19 634,74 0,1% 1 19 634,74

SEZ 4 782 995,26 161 864,99 3,4% 2 80 932,50

TOTAL R105 441 591,56 R918 078,69 0,9% 76 12 079,98
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9 %
NO. OF STAFF LEAVINGHUMAN RESOURCES (continued)

Employment and vacancies

Programme/activity/ objective 2019/2020 
Approved Posts

2019/2020                            
No. of Employees

2019/2020                                           
No. of Unplaced 

Employees

2020/2021                                           
No. of employees

2021/2022 
Vacancies

% of 
vacancies

CEO'S office 15 5 2 8 7 3

Finance 36 12 10 20 16 6

Corporate Services 38 13 5 17 21 8

Trade and Investment 67 39 20 54 13 5

Funding 73 37 8 42 31 12

Properties & Infrastructure 30 6 4 8 22 8

GRAND TOTAL 259 112 49 149 110 42

Temporary Employees

Programme/activity/ objective 2019/2020 Approved 
Posts

2019/2020 No. of 
Employees

2020/2021                                           
No. of Employees

Corporate Services 1 1 1

Trade and investment 1 1 1

Nkomazi SEZ PMU

Programme/activity/ objective 2019/2020 Approved 
Posts

2019/2020 No. of 
Employees

2020/2021                                           
No. of Employees

SEZ 9 1 6

Employment changes

The following table provides information on changes in employment over the financial year including turnover rates:

Salary Band Employment at 
beginning of period

Appointments and 
placements

Terminations 
Placed employees

Employment at 
end of the period

Top Management 4 0 4 0

Senior Management 9 1 0 10

Professional qualified 14 6 0 20

Skilled 27 30 3 54

Semi-skilled 5 13 3 15

Unskilled 53  0 3 50

TOTAL 112 50 13 149
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Reasons for staff leaving

Reason Number % Of Total Number of Staff 
Leaving

Death 4 3

Resignation 2 1

Dismissal 0 0

Retirement 5 3

Expiry of employment contract 2 1

TOTAL 13 9

MEGA experienced a high turn-over in Top Management level due to better career opportunities outside the entity 
and expiry of employment contracts. We continue to train employees to perform functions which were vacated by the 
terminated employees, identified and transferred employees with the required skills, knowledge and competencies to 
fill the vacant position(s). Furthermore the filling of top management positions is in progress.

LABOUR RELATIONS: MISCONDUCT AND DISCIPLINARY ACTION

During the period under review, there were no misconduct and Disciplinary actions against employees.

The following are Labour litigations against MEGA:

Occupational Level No. of Employees Description Status

Top Management 3 Constructive dismissal Matter ruled in favour of MEGA

Unfair dismissal on expiry 
of a fixed-term contract

Matter settled at CCMA.

Unfair dismissal on expiry 
of a fixed-term contract

In progress

Professional 3 Unfair labour Practice • 1 case was ruled in favour 
of MEGA

• 2 cases are In progress
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HUMAN RESOURCES (continued)
Equity Target and Employment Equity Status

The target as per the Employment Equity Plan was partially met due to budgetary constraints only the positions of top management and the CEO 
will be filled in ensuing financial year.

LEVELS FEMALE

African Coloured Indian White

Current Target Current Target Current Target Current Target

Top Management 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 1

Senior Management 2 6 1 1 0  0 1 1

Professional Qualified 5 5 1 0 0 1 1 1

Skilled 25 0 2 0 1 0 1 1

Semi-Skilled 9 0 0 0 0 0 2 0

Unskilled 29  0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL 70  13 4  1 1  1 6  4

Temporary Employees

The following table provides information on changes in employment over the financial year including turnover rates:

LEVELS MALE

African Coloured Indian White

Current Target Current Target Current Target Current Target

Top Management 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0

Senior Management 5 0 0 1 0  0 0 2

Professional Qualified 16 0 0 1 0 1 1 2

Skilled 25 0 0 0 0 1 1 2

Semi-Skilled 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Unskilled 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL 67  2 4  2 0 2 2 6

LEVELS DISABLED STAFF

Male Female

Current Target Current Target

Top Management

Senior Management

Professional Qualified

Skilled 1

Semi-Skilled

Unskilled

TOTAL 1

HEALTH SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
MEGA is implementing an on-line employee wellness programme to assist employees and their immediate families in dealing with socio-economic 
issues i.e. stress management, financial management, legal etc.

0 1
Employee with Disabi l i ty
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1 REPORT OF THE EXTERNAL AUDITOR
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GENERL INFORMATION

ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
For the year ended 31 March 2021

Statement of Changes in Equity

Statement of Profit or Loss and Other Comprehensive Income

Statement of Financial Position

DIRECTORS REPORT

Directors’ Responsibilities and Approval96

99

100

101

102

MPUMALANGA ECONOMIC GROWTH AGENCY  
ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2021

Country of incorporation and domicile:   
South Africa

Nature of business and principal activities:  
An official development finance institution and the trade and investment promotion arm of the Provincial 
Government of Mpumalanga, dedicated to positioning the province as an investment destination of choice 
and a regional trade hub.

Directors: 
Mr David Mkhwanazi (Chairperson); Mr Nkululeko Berthwell Maphanga (Deputy Chairperson); 
Mr Bonginkosi Victor Mbungela; Ms Salome S Sithole; Mr Sipho Shongwe; Mr Jabulani Lucas Mahlangu;
Mr Sabatha Shongwe; Ms Noxolo Zephania Oyiya; Mr Melusi Swelo Masilela.

Registered office: 
20 Paul Kruger Street, P.O.Box 5838, Absa Square, 1200.

Business address: 
20 Paul Kruger Street, Absa Square, Nelspruit, 1200.

Postal address: 
P.O.Box 5838, Nelspruit, 1200.

Bankers: 
Absa Bank Limited; Standard Bank Limited; First National Bank.

Auditors: 
Auditor-General of South Africa

Company secretary: 
Advocate SP Morgan

INDEX

Detailed Statement of Profit or Loss

Notes to the Financial Statements

Accounting Policies

Statement of Cash Flows103

104

125

174

175

The following supplementary information does not form part of the 
financial statements and is unaudited: 
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